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VOLUME THIRTY.

■ ■ 1----- -------- ----- -----

Aunt Ma.ry,
Banker
"B y J a m e s C l e a r y
Copyright, 1904, by K. M. Whitehead

...............
When the First National bank of
Olivet was organized, capital $50,000,
Aunt Mary Hilliard became a stock
holder to the amount of $10,000. She
was a wealthy widow, .past middle
age, and could have furnished the full
amount had she so desired.
The balance of the stock was taken
by the business men of Olivet and
farmers thereabouts* and in due time
the bank opened for business. When
the stockholders met to elect a board
of directors they figured on leaving
Aunt Mary out, though she was one
of the largest stockholders. She was
a woman, they said, and she knew lit
tle about business, and she should be
well content to draw her dividends and
leave the active management to men.
“Don’t make any mistake about me,”
cautioned Aunt Mary as she settled
her bonnet on the back of her head
and stood up. "I’ve been doing busi
ness ever since my husband died, fif
teen years ago, and I think I’ve learn
ed a thing or two, even about banking.
I not only w ant to be a director, but I
shall drop in here quite often to see
how things are going.”
Aunt Mary was made a director. I t
was that or trouble. Then the five
directors elected a president, secre
tary and cashier, and four of them
smiled paternally as the woman claim
ed the honor of making the first de
posit! The president was a newcomer
(n the town, but he had money and
had been cashier of a bank in Buffalo.
The secretary and cashier were old
residents.
The First National secured a large
business a t once, and as time passed
on Aunt Mary dropped in occasionally
to keep posted. People who thought
she was old fashioned in her business
notions or that her limit was selling
butter and eggs had to acknowledge
their mistake. She was quite up to
date on finance, and she knew a good
Investment from a doubtful one as well
as the president did.
Things were being managed in good
shape all around, and the bank was
looking ahead to» fair dividends at the
end of the year, when Paul Hazzard,
nephew to Aunt Mary and a young
man of twenty-two, appeared on the
scene. That is, he appeared at Aunt
Mary’s house, two miles out of town,
for a visit of a .month or two. Asyhe
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T W. ROYER, M. D.,
woodchucks.”
The shares of the First National were
valued at $110, with none for sale. All
Practising Physician,
men will sell, however, at a price. That
very day Aunt. Mary began hunting up T R A P P E , P a . Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite M asonic Hall.
the small stockholders, buying stock
and pledging them to secrecy. She paid
Y. WEBER, il. D.,
fifteen, twenty and twenty-five bonus,
but she got w hat she was after. In a
month she had a controlling interest,
Practising Physician,
and the stock was duly transferred on
the books. There was considerable spec E V A N S B U R G , P a . Office H ours : U n til 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. K eystone’Phone No. 17.
ulation as to w hat was up, but no one
surmised the truth until the first annu
al meeting came around. Aunt Mary g A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
was present, and it was noticed th at
Homeopathic Physician,
her Jaw was set.
“We will now Vote to elect a board of O O L L E G E V IL L .E , P a. Office H ours : U n til 9
directors,” softly announced the secre
a. m ; 6 to 8 p. m.
tary when the meeting had been called
to order.
g
B . H O R N IN G , 53. D ,
Aunt Mary had a ticket’of her own to
vote, and she speedily voted the old
Practising Physician,
board o u t In answer to their looks of
EVANSBURG-, P a.
Telephone in office.
consternation she said:
Office H ours u n til 9 a. m.
“This afternoon the directors will
elect officers. I shall be president and
J II. HAMER, 51. D.,
my nephew cashier.”
“But, my dear Mrs. Hilliard”— began
Mr. Leslie.
Homeopathic Physician.
“I am within my legal rights, sir,” C O L L E G E V IL L E , P i . Office H o u rs: U ntil
she interrupted. “I have never run a 10 a. mM from 6 to 9 p. m. Special atten tio n
bank yet, but I think I ean do so. That given to ear, nose and th ro a t diseases. 23au.
Is, I shall do so unless”—
The pause was dramatic. All had a J D. GRARER,
suspicion of w hat was wrong, and Mr.
Physician and Druggist.
Leslie knew th at he was in a trap.
Medico D rug and Chemical Company,
“Unless what?” he finally asked, with W ith M
A IN S T ., R O Y E R S FORD, PA.
a rath er pale face.
A t office u n til 9 a . m.; 12.30 to 2, and 6.30 to 8
“Unless my nephew should get mar p. m;
Town and country calls atten d ed to. P rescrip
ried soon. In th at case he would not tions
and medicines carefully compounded.
w ant to act as cashier. Did any one -•Bell ’Phone No. 32.
move to adjourn?”
No one had. In fact, no one wanted
ARVEY !.. s u o n o ,
to adjourn until things had been set H
tled.
Attorney-at-Law,
“I think your nephew had better get
A N D N O T A R Y P U B L IC ,
married,” observed Mr. Leslie as he R O Y E R S F O R D , P A . Norristown Office : 321
Swede S t. All business entru sted to my care
stared into vacancy.
will receive prom pt atten tio n . L oans negoti
“Very soon?” queried Aunt Mary.
ated . Both ’Phones
“I think Kittle will be ready within a
month.”
TTERBERT U. 51CORE,
“Well, if that’s your opinion, I’m
quite agreeable. Would it be against
Attorney-at- Law,
the law to hold a new election for di
rectors?”
A L B E R T S O N T R U S T CO. B U IL D IN G ,
306 Swede S t., N orristow n, P a
“You seem to be the law yourself.”
Bell and K eystone ’P h o n es.
5-16.
“Then I’ll call a new meeting and
cast my votes for the old board, and
as a director I vote to re-elect the old
AYNE R. LONGSTBFi H
executive board. I have a little more M
stock than I want, and if any of you
Attorney-at-Law,
.hear of anybody who wants a few And N o tary Public. ::: No. 712 Grosser B uild
hundred a t $110 please send them to
ing, 1420‘'C hestnut S t., P hil a., Pa.
me.”
L ong D istance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also m em ber of the M ontgom ery C ounty Bar.
The Doctor Had to Go.

Aphysician in south Baltimore, hav JOSEPH S. KRATZ,
ing decided that a flagpole on his house
would add to its good appearance, em
Attorney-at-Law,
ployed a man to rig the staff to his
roof. This man had for his assistant 1009 C O M M O N W EA L TH B U IL D IN G , 12th
and C H E S T N U T S T R E E T S ,
a six foot negro Imbued with all theP hiladelphia.
superstitions of his race.
The hlg staff had been hoisted to the Telephones.
roof and was nearly in place when the
E d w in S . N y o e .
negro happened to glance down a t the J o h n T. W a g n e r .
crowd th at had collected in the street
Wagner & Nyce,
to view the work.
The physician, desiring to see how
the work of setting up the pole was
progressing, had gone to the opposite
Shoem aker Building,
corner to see the work, when the negro 601 S W E D E S T R E E T . N O R R IS T O W N , PA .
saw him. The crowd saw the darky
Conveyancing and R eal E state, properties
stop working and say something to his bought,
sold and exchanged. R en ts collected.
Money
to lend on good security .
employer. Then the negro left the
roof, and the work was postponed. The
All legal business a tte n d e d to w ith prom pt
ness and accuracy. C onsultation in E nglish
negro had said:
or G erm an.
“Look, boss; dere’s dat doctor down
Telephone num ber 3-56-97 D. J
dare lookin’ fo’ a job. I knows I’s
agwine to fall off dis roof, and dat
man’ll cut me up. ’Deed, I ain’t agwine JOHN S. HENSICKER,
to strike another lick o’ work while dat
man’s down dere.”—Baltimore Sun.
Justice of the Peace,

Attorneys and Counsellors - at - Law,

How Glass Beads Arc Made.

“ IP

HE HAS HIS WAT ABOUT THINGS
T O U ’l i l . N EV ER M ARRY K IT T IE .”

came from a good family and had just
finished at the university and was
about to study for the law the harsh
est critic could 'have found little fault
with him in that regard. Aunt Mary
let it be known that he was the apple
of her eye and her heir as well.
It wasn’t the fact th at Paul came to
visit his aunt th a t shook the First
National Jp its foundations later, but
that he promptly met and fell in love
with Kittle Leslie, daughter of the
bank'fe president. I t so happened that
his own aunt made the introduction in
the directors’ room of the bank, intro
ducing him to the father at the same
time, and so the young man found
himself properly vouched for. Mr. Les
lie appeared to look upon him with
favor, and Kittle was well liked by
Aunt Mary, and thus the love match
Started oft well. In a month there was
an understanding between the two.
Trees, shrubs and burdocks grow fast
er in a country town than In a big
city, and perhaps love does the same.
Gossip had it that it was all settled
between Paul and Kittle when the
girl’s father stepped in to unsettle
things. He had no objections to Paul
on general principles, but he had other
views regarding Kittle. In fact, he
was planning a certain combination of
love and finance. He had his eyes and
ears open, and when he thought the
flirtation had gone far enough he put
his parental foot down. He had a talk
with Paul. He was very nice about
it, but also very firm.
“So Mr. Leslie thinks you are not
good enough for his daughter, eh?”
Aunt Mary queried when the news had
been broken. “Well, this is not strict
ly banking business, but I shall drop in
¡tomorrow and have a few words with
falm. Seems to me his head is getting
too big for his hat."
Aunt Mary dropped in and had a
talk. Mr. Leslie was suave, but he
■didn’t want Paul Hazzard for a son-inlaw. He said all sorts of good things
as an offset, but he was firm on th a t
one point. I t wasn’t policy for him to
antagonize one of the largest stock
holders in the bank, and he tried his
best to smooth over things and send
Aunt Mary away in a fridhcny spirit.
“Well, I’ve seen him,” she remarked
on returning home. “I f he has bis way
about things you’ll never marry K it
tle.”
Paul groaned.
“But he won’t have his way,” she
continued. “On the contrary, I’ll have
mine. You and Kittle be patient for a
few weeks and there’ll either be a mar
riage or your Aunt Mary will admit
iifiat she doesn’t know rabbits from

A rope walk Is connected with the
glass factory, a narrow gallery about
150 feet long, so situated th at the mid
dle of it is not far from the furnaces.
Two workmen seize a huge wedge of
molten glass between their blowpipes,
and after it has been blown hollow
they gradually stretch it out into a
long, swinging rope, hollow In the cen
ter. When cool, it is skillfully chipped
into fragments of uniform size. These
fragments are then picked up by boys
and stirred in a tub with sand and
ashes to fill the holes and prevent the
sides flattening when heat Is again ap
plied. This final heating is done In a
skillet over a hot fire to round the
edges and give the beads a globular
form. When cool they are placed in
sieves, the sand and ashes drop out of
the holes, and the beads are ready to
be sorted according to size.—London
Standard.
The Club Woman’s Husband.

Some women are accompanied by
maids to club conventions and occa
sionally by children, but almost never
by husbands. The American husband
fills his wife’s purse, gives her a check
book for emergencies, bids her a proud
“Au revoir” a t partings and is con
tent to read of her speeches and her
gowns and perhaps to see her picture
in the sensational newspapers while
she is away. Usually the husband of a
woman of prominence In Jhese mat
ters is a hardworking individual, him
self having neither the courage, the
parts nor the liking for public demon
strations. The quick lunch in a crowd
ed restaurant is the only break in his
day’s grind, but he grudges his wife
nothing of her publicity or luxury.—
American Lady in London Telegraph.
S t o r r of Ganymede’* Birth.

A college professor while giving an
examination in mythology in a country
school called upon a bright looking girl
and asked the following question:
“Who was Ganymede?”
Promptly came the answer, “Gany
mede was the son of Olympus and an
eagle.”
The class teacher blushed for her
pupil and exclaimed: “Why, Elizabeth I
Where did you learn that?”
“Indeed it says so in the book,” re
plied the girl.
The professor then asked the girl to
find the place and read the paragraph
aloud, whereupon the class was both
astonished and delighted to learn that
Ganymede was borne to Olympus by
an eagle.—Lipplncott’s.
L o v e ’s G l o w i n g F i r e .

"Wasn’t Jack Stone an old flame of
yours ?”
“He was as long as he had money to
burn. After th at I fired him.”—Cleve
land Leader.
Reputation.

A reputation once broken may posslbly be repaired, but the world will a!-,
ways keep its eyes on the spot where
the crack was.—Josh Blllinas-

DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.

ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

RA H N S T A T IO N , PA .
Conveyancer and
G eneral Business A gent. C lerking of sales a t 
tended to. C harges reasonable.

jg P. SPARE,

Contractor and Builder,
IR O N B R ID G E , PA .
C ontracts ta k e n for th e construction of all
kinds of buildings. E stim ates cheerfully fu rn 
ished.
• 5aply.

8. POLEY,

Contractor and Builder,
T R A PPE, PA
P ro m p t and accu rate in building construction.
E stim ates cheerfully furnished.
5-23

jy j N, BARNDT,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRACTOR FOR ALL KINDS OF

Brick and Stone Masonry,
C E M E N T IN G , C O N C R E T IN G , ETC E sti
m ates cheerfully furnished and good work g u ar
anteed. JHay**‘ S P E C IA L A T T E N T IO N TO
JO B B IN G .
3-5

P

8 . ROOMS, ,
S C H W E N K S V 1 L L E , PA .,

Slater and Roofer,
And' d ealer in S late, S late F lag g in g , G rey
Stone, etc. E stim ates furnished. W ork con
tracted a t lowest prices.
llo c t

F. f . SGheuren’s

SlaiitEParlor
Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
F in est grades of
cig a rs and tobacco
alw ays on hand.

A. B. PARKER,
O p tic ia n ,
217 DeKALB ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
K eystone ’P hone N o. 277.

Eyés examined.

Consultation free.

I BREAKING THE
RECORD
"By J e a n n e C a ld b o ell
I
-----| ....Copyright, 1904, by T. C. McClure.... j
The man grasped the lever of the
French touring car, and the crimson
demon stopped so suddenly th at it
fairly sprang backward. The lane was
narrow, and the girl who stood directly
In the path of the machine had the im
perious carriage of one who felt she
held the key to the situation. When
the dust had subsided, the man saw
that above the imperious figure rose a
face of singular charm, surrounded by
an aureole of copperish gold. All this
he saw in a flash despite his- leather
visor and ugly goggles.
The girl came to the side of the ma
chine.
“Y'ou are Mr. Benedict’s chauffeur?”
The man nodded his head and made
a motion as if to raise his cap. The
girl put one foot on the step.
“Yes, I recognized the car. I want
you to take me to Barrington as fast
as you can make the machine go.”
The man stirred uneasily.
“But I am meeting some people at
the 11:30 train”—
“That makes no difference,” said the
girl, sweeping away his objections with

JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,

Surveyor & Conveyancer.
A ll kinds of legal papers draw n. T he clerk
ing of sales a specialty. C harges reasonable.
P. O. Address : Low er Providence, P a. Resi
dence : Evansfcrurg, P a.
18oc.

FRANK BRANORETH
D R.(Successor
to Dr. Chas, R yckm an,)

DENTIST,
R O Y E R S F O R D , P A . P ra c tic a l D entistry a t
honest prices.

R. S. D. CORNISH,

DENTIST,
C O L L E G E V 1 L L E , PA.
First-class W orkm anship G u a r a n te e d ; G as
adm inistered.
Prices Reasonable.
K eystone 1Phone No. 40,

JJR. B. F. PLACE,

Dentist,
OOK. M A IN A N D D b K A L B S T B E E T 8
N O R R IS T O W N , PA .
Rooms 303 and 305. - E ntrance, M ain S treet.
K eystone Telephone, No. 76.
T ak e E levator.

EXTRACTING,

AINLKNN
as CENTS.
POar
Latest Improved Method.

"W ILL YOU PLEASE THANK HIM FOB ME?”

true feminine finality. “I will answer
to Mr. Benedict for your disobeying or
,A woman is dying in th at cot
Best Teeth, $5.00 ders.
tage. To save her life the doctor must
certain things from his office in
Gold Crowns, 5.00 have
Barrington, and you must take me for
High Grade W ork O nly at
them.”
R easonable Pricés.
Even before she finished the sen
TSETH WITHOUT PLATES. tence he had thrown open the low
door, and she sprang up beside him.
ESTIMATES FREE.
As she settled ■into her place the
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.
mighty car swung »round in a circle,
Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors, and they were off. She unfastened the
502 Swede St., Cor. Airy, Norristown, Pa. veil from her big flat hat, tucked the
Open 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Sundays : 10 a. m. latter behind her and tied the tulle
over her hair, which refused, however,
to 1 p. m.
to be confined by such gentle measures.
The man saw all this from the tail of
8. G, FIN14BINEB,
his eye despite the goggles.
The road stretched before them,
RO Y ERSFORD, PA .
(F orm erly C ashier of 'th e N atio n al Bank of smooth and level as asphalt pavement.
Royersford, successor to D avid S pringer.)
No teams were in sight,
R E A L E ST A T E A N D IN S U R A N C E ; M u
“Faster!” cried the girl impatiently.
tu a l and S tock Com panies represented. M atu r
ity of all policies w ritten by M r. S p rin g er will “You can surely make better time than
be carefully w atched and cheerfully renewed a t
established board rates. Special atten tio n to this!”
L ife and Accident Insurance. Investm ents and
“Against the law,” said the man curtLoans. N o tary P ublic.
10-3.
4y.
“Very well, break the law. I’ll pay
P. BALDWIN,
the fine If you are arrested. Oh; don’t
you understand? I’ve never seen any
Real Estate Broker,
one die, and we’ve got to get back In
AND CON VEYAN CER.
time to save herP’
Public Sales on Commission. L O A N S, F ire
The car sprang forward. The girl
and L ife Insurance, re n t and incomes collected,
closed her eyes suddenly. She had
estates m anaged and general business agent.
P ro p e rty of every description F O R S A L E and never ridden so fast.
for rent. Bell Telephone, No. 7X. Address,
“Accident?” hissed the man’s voice
College ville, M ontgom ery Co., P a.
12jy.
in her ear.
“Yes; she fell and cut herself. I was
DWAKI) DAVII»,
driving by In my pony cart when I
Painter and
E
heard her groan.. I t was dreadful. I
Paper-Hanger,
had never seen blood before, you know.
O O L L E G E V IL L E , P A . ¿OF Sam ples of paper Just then Dr. Herron drove along. He
alw ays on hand.
said something about an artery and

went to making bandages, l —l don’t
think I was much good—I turned so
faint. Then he wanted to drive back
to Barrington for some things, and—I
—I was afraid to stay alone with her.
He wrote the list on a paper, and I
was just starting with the pony cart
when I heard your machine. The doc
tor says she has just one chance in a
hundred. You were the chance.”
The car stopped at the top of the hill.
“Brace yourself,” said the man curt
ly. Then caine the plunge downward.
It seemed to the girl as If the wheels
did not strike the ground as they
passed through space. When they
•reached the foot of the hill she realized
suddenly th at the chauffeur had been
holding her in the car with an arm
firm and unflinching. He did not apol
ogize when he removed its support.
They were turning into the village.
“Which street?” he demanded. And
she pointed to a white gabled cottage.
He was evidently a well trained chauf
feur of a multimillionaire bachelor.
He knew enough to keep his place and
not to take advantage of an awkward
situation.
The doctor’s wife followed her to the
car, talking volubly.
“Now, don’t you stay around that
place, fretting your soul out, Miss Carleton. The doctor will get some neigh
bor to stay with her.”
The car panted up the hill.
“Isn’t this dreadful?” asked the girl
nervously. “Oh, excuse me; I know
you are making good time, but It
seems as if we were crawling. That

§§§§

tnenes nave two toes, Dut tne extinct
moas had three toes; so also have the
existing emns, cassowaries and rheas,
or South American ostriches. The kiwi,
however, differs from the other strathious birds In having four toes.. Fur
ther, the kiwi cannot be said to be
quite ostrich-like, for In size It Is not
larger than an ordinary barnyard fowl.
I t has a small head, with a large and
muscular neck and a long slender bill,
with the distinguishing feature that
the nostrils are placed dosé to Its tip.
The legs are short, but the muscles.on
the thighs are well developed, and the
feet are strong and powerful and pro
vided with sharp claws. The kiwi is a
bird devoid of any external trace of
wings, and there Is no trace of tall vis
ible, while It Is covered with long, nar
row hairlike feathers, and on the fore
part of the head and sides of the face
are straggling hairlike feelers.—Chica
go Chronicle.

1.00 PER TEAR IN ADVANCE.

Hour naci passed ana ne was tied nana
and foot and gagged. I t was 6 o’clock
before he was released.
In the course of th at hour Np. 870
had done some wonderful things. Aft
er knocking down the chaplain he had
stripped off the latter’s outer garments
and clothed himself in them; then he
had secured bis man with ropes and ^
locked the door behind him as he]
emerged. Shambling down the corrl-i
dor to the first guard, he had said:
“James, I came away today with
only a dime In my-pocket. Can you
lend me a dollar until tomorrow?”
“With the greatest of pleasure, chap
lain.” , And the money had been hand
ed over.
The same game had been played on
the two others, and then the “chap
lain” had entered the warden’s office.
He could have passed right through, as
the official was busy, but lhstead of
th at he took a chair and waited for
ten minutes. When the warden was
at liberty he was asked for a loan of
$10, and the ■“chaplain” reported to
him on the welfare of three or four dif
ferent prisoners before saying good
night. Fifteen minutes after leaving
the prison the disguised prisoner en
ji
B y C . B . Lcbui-t j tered the largest store in the town and
•■ ■
. • • borrowed $20 of the merchant and
then disappeared.
j C opyright, 1904, by C. B. L ew is | When the library door was broken
open a t 6 o’clock and the real chaplain
One day at the Third National bank, found there was a great commotion.
tn the city of Cornopolis, a stranger Three gatemen were ready to swear
walked through the president’s room that the clergyman had passed out,
and past the bookkeeper’s and took taking a dollar from each as he did so.
The warden had seen and talked and
woman has the dearest baby. She can from the pile of money stacked a t the loaned money to the same man. Two
not die and leave the poor little thing paying teller’s right hand four pack guards had also seen him. Here were
ages of $10,000 each. He was coolly
all alone.”
six prison officials who could swear to
“Did you ever think, Miss — Miss walking out again when stopped by the a thing, and yet th a t thing was not a
president
and
a
gun.
Carleton,” said the man, watching her
The man was known to the police ns fact. No. 870 had simply Imitated the
curlopsly, “that the baby might be bet
chaplain’ down to a line—his voice,
ter off if the mother died? The wom “Slick Charlie,” and to tell of all his gait, speech and general look.
adventures
would
fill
a
book.
It
was
an ljj poor. You or some other rich
At 11 o’clock the next forenoon the
woman might adopt the child and give for his attempted theft of the $40,000 president of the Third National bank
it a better home than the mother ever that he was sent to the Woonson peni of Cornopolis was called out of his
tentiary for five years. The officer who
could.”
room for a moment. During his ab
‘.‘No, you don’t understand. So many delivered him behind the doors of that sence a man dressed like one- of the
institution
said
to
the
warden:
men say such things because they do
“Here is a man you want to keep an clerks In the bank entered the room
not understand women —and babies.
and bore away a package of bonds of
It Isn’t the home; it’s the ldve.” She eye on. Don’t lose sight of him day the face value of $18,000. - “Slick Char
or
night.
He
is
bold
and
nervy
on
the
had forgotten that the man beside her
lie” wanted to be revenged upon the
was a servant. She was thinking only one hand and slick and sly on the bank, and he wanted money with
other.
Don’t
trust
him
for
an
hour,
i t tfie baby th at had cooed confidingly
which to leave the country, and he tar
In her arms while the doctor worked or he’ll beat the game.'*
The warden was a new man at the ried In the town to get both. The pres
over Its mother. “I’ve seen It curled
ident of the bank ia sure of this, be.
in her arms. If she died, no arm would prison; but, having been sheriff Of a cause a note left on his desk told him
county,
he
thought
he
knew
about
all
encircle it In just the same way. No,
so.
you can’t understand, because you are sorts of criminals and replied that
a man. But I—I ’ve felt always th at I No. 870, as "Slick Charlie” was re
How Tliimble« Are Made*
was cheated out of something—some corded, would have to get up early In
In the making of a thimble there are
the
morning
to
beat
him.'
thing th at every other girl I knew had
several operations, the blank passing
If a prison chaplain were to be ques
— a mother. There’s a loneliness — I
Into the cup and then, the rolling on of
tioned
about
religion
In
a
prison
he
can’t just tell you what It Is. Some
the band. Then the thimbles, which
tim es It comes In the dark when you would answer that scores of prisoners have assumed a form warranting the
lived
up
to
It
and
were
earnest
and
de
are alone and sometimes when you are
name, are carried to the factory prop
among other people and see other girls vout. If an experienced warden were er, and after burnishing the more In
to
be
questioned,
he
would
answer
that
with their mothers. I can’t describe
teresting process of knefllng is per
my feeling, but I Just felt as If I must just when a prisoner began to “get formed. This knerling Is the forming
good” he should be watched the closest.
save the mother to th at baby.”
of the little Indentations which receive
The man did not answer, but the ma- The chaplain at Woonson was a good the end of the needle and assist in
man
and
one
who
had
faith
In
him
chine-dld. It gave a despairing groan
pushing the point through the fabric.
and shot up the Incline In a way that self. He thought his advice and ap Placing the cup In a lathe, the operas
peals
to
burglars
and
murderers
pro
would have made its makers proud.
tor with a suitable tool knerls the end
The touring car stood outside the duced the desired effect. Among the of the thimble. During this operation
prisoners
he
was
known
as
an
easy
humble cottage until the girl came out
a peculiar and by no means unpleasant
mark.
again. Her eyes shone like stars.
musical sound Is emitted with varying
The
new
warden
was
wary
of
antag
“We got here in time. She is alive. onizing the captain and a man not tones. The point of the thimble being
I thank you very much. Is Mr. Bene
well posted on the tricks of criminals, reached, a flat knerler finishes the side,
dict coming home today?”
so No. 870 found things easy for him and with a sharp edged tool the pol
The man nodded and put a hand on when he entered prison. When he had ished cutting a t the sides of the band
the lever.
had full opportunity to size up the is performed. Then on another lathe
“Will you please thank him for me?— chaplain
he began to “get good.” He it is placed In a hollow block and the
and I will do so In person when we
was as earnest about this as he had Inside burnished. All the oil and dirt
m eet”
been in appropriating other people’s are then removed, and the thimble is
•
*
•
*
*
•
*
goods. He became contrite and hum polished and made ready for the mar
“Mr. Benedict, If you are very good ble, and he' wanted to be turned from ket. you may take Miss Carleton out to din paths of wickedness. Of course the
Forecasting: a Husband.
ner,” said his hostess. “You know she chaplain did his best. When the po
In Greece a young woman who
has developed into a haughty Berkshire lice, officials heard th at “Slick Charlie”
wishes to know w hat sort of hus
beauty.”
had been converted they notified the
“Little Marne Carleton?” he mur warden In writing th at he would be band she is going to have goes to one
of the gypsy fortune tellers, who are
mured.
regarded with much reverence. The
“Yes; only since she Is old Charley
fortune teller gives her a pie season
Carleton’s heiress they spell It with a
ed with aromatic herbs. This she eats
‘y’—‘Mayme.’ ”
just before going to bed, having hung
They crossed the room to where Miss
around her neck a bag with three flow
Carleton was chatting with her host.
ers, one white, one red and one yellow.
She extended her hand cordially.
The hext morning she draws one of
“I am glad to see Mr. Benedict home
the flowers out of the bag. If it be
again, and especially glad to have this
white, she Is to marry a young man;
early chance to thank him for his tour
If red, one of middle age; If yellow, a
ing car, which I borrowed so uncere
widower. She relates w hat she has
moniously this afternoon.”
dreamed In the night to the fortune
“And my chauffeur?”
teller, who predicts whether her hus
At sound of his voice Miss Carleton
band Is to be rich and the marriage
looked around as If for support, but
happy. If the predictions are not car
host and hostess had drifted away.
ried out to the letter, no fault Is ascrib
“I—I thought”—
ed to the fortune teller. This deviation
“Of course,” he said, with a quizzical
by the bag and different colored flowers
laugh, “it has been five years since last
Is equally adaptable to all countries
we met—and then there were the gog
and has the merit of being a cheap and
gles.” He was looking at her hair. “I
easy way of settling one’s future, if
think I like It best tied down with a
one has only faith enough.
veil,” he remarked Irrelevantly.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Bagged the Bandit*.
» “Please send your carriage away and
When Maximilian was emperor of
let me take you home In my car,” he
Mexico the country was overrun with
urged. She hesitated, then gave the
train robbers. They marched about in
order, and they went back over the
large bands, tore up the tracks and
Barrington road.
robbed everybody. One day the train
“We broke the record right here,” he
from Vera Cruz to the City of Mexico
said gleefully as they slowly climbed
was bounding gayly along, the five
the hill. TJhen his voice turned serious.
coaches filled 'w ith hldalgoes, peons,
“I like to break records—and yet here
market women and farmers. Suddenly,
I’ve wasted five years away from you, HE WAS COOLLY WALKING OUT AGAIN WHEN It came to a standstill. The train,
STOPPED BY THE PEES ID ENT.
wandering the world over. I never real
ized until this afternoon why it was out of the “pen” within three months, guard cried out, “Bandltte!” Sure
th at I was lonesome too. I’ve been and the chaplain sent an official com enough, on either side of the road the
wanting Just you—and I didn’t know plaint to the governor th at the police ragged but desperate ruffians were
lined up. Suddenly hldalgoes, peons,
were trying to discredit his labors.
it”
market
women and farmers arose.
The
chaplain
was
a
man
forty-five
And then the big car shot Into the
dim shadows of the narrow lane, and years old, while No. 870 was only thir There were a blinding flash and a deaf
not even the night birds and the stars ty. The chaplain was four Inches the ening volley from both sides of the
could see the answer he read in her taller, had stoop shoulders and sham car, and 100 of the bandits fell dead,
bled as he walked. He also had a pe while the 800 zouaves, disguised In the
eyes.
culiar Intonation. The slick convict costumes of the country, turned out of
gave up his original Idea of digging fop the cars, pursued the flying robbers
A Difficult Case to Cure,
Once I was assistant to an elderly liberty to study the chaplain. At the and killed every one.
doctor In Ontario, who also ran a drag end of five months he was one of the
The Face a t Rossetti.
store. He was as peppery as a cay teachers In the evening school. At the
The Albion, a popular old London
enne pod, and from time to time cus end of seven he asked and got liberty
tomers and patients sprang jokes on to hold a Bible class on Sundays. Ho Inn, If I remember rightly, was a fa
him Just for the fun of hearing him wrote and the chaplain delivered a ser vorite resort of Dickens. I never saw
growl. On one occasion a well dressed mon on “Christianity In Prison,” which him there or Indeed anywhere else, for
young fellow called at the shop and was commented on by hundreds of pa he died before my arrival in London,
asked the .doctor to prescribe for a pers. Up to this time he had been but one heard of him in such resorts.
breaking out and a rash on his left working in the tailor shop. He was I saw there but once th a t weird, beau
arm. The doctor examined the limb now given charge of the prison library, tiful, wayward genius, Dante Gabriel
and pronounced it to be a bad case of and his plans were as good as carried Rossetti. My recollection of him Is as
eczema.
out.
Of a man who looked very much like a
“I suppose, doctor, you can cure It?”
I t was the habit of the chaplain to priest or a lay brother. I recall him
Bald the patient.
visit the prison every afternoon from as dressed almost entirely In black,
“Why, certainly,” replied the doctor,
3 to 5. A part of the time was spent and the black of w hat I may call the
“How long will It take to get well?"
with prisoners In thfelr cells—men who clerical cut and material. His sallow
“Oh, I guess about two months,” were undergoing light punishment— face, his ink dark eyes, his expressive
said the doctor.
and a part in the library, and he al face—all these things I recall as well
“Quite sure, sir. Is it a bad case?”
ways left pretty promptly at 5. In go as the steak and mashed potatoes over
“Positively the worst I ’ve seen.”
ing out he passed three guards a t lock which he leaned as he talked vividly,
“Then I will Ifeave It with yon and ed gates and went through the ward but quietly, to bis friend who was sup
call for It again when cured,” solemn en’s office and out of the main door. ping with him. I was struck by the
ly said the patient, slowly unfastening No. 870 had held the position of libra face, but I had no idea who it was. It
his arm, which was an artificial one rian for three months, and It was mid was only years after, when I saw a
and painted for the occasion.—Pear winter. One afternoon the chaplain
portrait of Rossetti, that' I recalled the
son's Weekly.
had been visiting in the prison and re face th at had so much struck me as It
turned to the library a t a quarter of 5. leaned over steak and mashed potatoes
Kiwi the Oldest of Bird*.
As he entered the room he received a and knew that It was the face of one
In New Zealand is found the kiwi, a blow that knocked him senseless, and of the Inspired artists and poets of my
strange bird of the ostrich family. Os- when he recovered hig wits half an time.—London M. A. P,

j T h e C h aplain ’s
Cleverness

A Comedian’s Joke*

A celebrated Irish comedian went In
to. a barber’s shop to get shaved and,
finding the barber out, he determined
to have a little fun before his return.
So he took off his coat, gut on a thin
ner one and quietly waited for a cus
tomer. An old gentleman came in soon.
“Shave, sir?” said our pretended bar
ber.
The old gentleman took ,a chair and
the comedian began to lather, expect
ing every moment the barber would
.appear. Five minutes passed and no
barber. Five more and still no barber.
The joker began to get desperate and
conceived a bright idea. Putting up
his brash he quickly changed his coat
again, took his hat, and whs about to
quietly step out ' bèbind:-thè ' gentle
man’s back when that worthy turned
his head and exclaimed:
“Here, sir, aren’t you going to shave
me?”
“No, sir,” promptly replied the co
median. “The fact IS, we only lather
hère, sir. They shave four doors be
low.”
Then he bolted out of the door, leav
ing the Indignant old fellow to his
wrath.
Gentle Hint to Restaurant Patrons.

The necessity of tipping with a lav
ish hand Is strongly enforced in a res
taurant near the station at Pompeii.
In a prominent position is placed a
gaudily framed sketch of the Interior
of the dining room, with two clients
taking their departure. One of them,
a cowed looking individual, is strug
gling Into his overcoat, while two
waiters stand near him, the one smil
ing derisively at thé other, who dis
plays a tiny coin w ith a gesture of
fierce contempt. On the opposite side
of the room a guest Is seen surrounded
by three waiters, one helping him with
his coat, another brushing his hat, the
third bowing, obsequiously, and holding
his walking stick.
The moral Is obvious, but allowance
is made for the proverbial obtuseness
of northern nations, and underneath
the picture Is inscribed in large letters,
“The Results of Benevolence.”—London
Chronicle.
A Costly Comma.

A number of years ago when the
United States by its congress was mak
ing a tariff bill oné of the .sections
enumerated w hat articles should be ad:
mltted free; of duty. Among the many
articles specified were “all foreign fruitplants,” eta, meaning plants Imported
for transplanting,, propagation or ex
periment. The enrolling clerk In copy
ing the bill accidentally changed the
hyphen in the compound word “fruitplants” to a comma, making It read,
“all foreign fruits, plants,” etc. As a
result of this simple mistake for a
year, or until congress could remedy,
the blunder, all the oranges, lemons,
bananas, grapes and. other foreign
TraitsYVere a d m itted free n f S aty r Tlila-----

little mistake, which any one would be
liable to make, yet could have avoided
by carefulness, cost the government
not less than $2,000,000. A pretty cost
ly comma that.
First Book Auction*

Speaking of auctions and auctioneers,
a book dealer says: “The first book
auction in England of which we have
any record is of a date as far back as
1676, when the library of Dr. Seaman
was brought to the hammer. Prefixed
to the catalogue there Is an address
which thus begins: ‘Reader, It hath not
been usual here in England to make
sale of books by way of auction, or
who will give the most for them; but,
It having been practiced In other coun
tries to the advantage of both buyers
and sellers, It was therefore conceived
(for the encouragement of learning) to
publish the sale of these books In this
manner of way.’ ”
When London Is Silent.

)

When a very dense fog settled over
the Thames valley a few Sundays ago
and most densely over London it Im
posed a complete silence on animal life.
London was itself as silent as the
grave, for all traffic was stopped, and,
as on Sunday traffic of any kind is re
duced to a minimum, the great city
was almost as still as a country vil
lage a t midnight. The streets and even
the river were almost without a sound,
for not a single tug was moving on
the ■Thames. In the country no bird
uttered a sound. They all sat still, si
lent and moping.
Forestry Reserves.

The first forestry reserves were made
for the general object of preserving the
forest and without specific relation to
the great problem for which later they
were to provide the only solution. Now
they are seen to stand at the center of
public land policy of the nation, for
out of them come the wood and the wa
ter and the grass which are indispensa
ble for the founding of homes.—Gifford
Plnchot.
Nothing Like Leather.

A t a public sale of books the auction
eer put up Drew’s “Essay on Souls,”
which was knocked down to a shoe
maker, who very Innocently, but to the
great amusement, of the crowd, soon
asked if there were any more books on
shoemaking to be sold.
She Was It'.

He (enthusiastically)—I love every
thing th at Is grand, beautiful, poetic
and lovely. X love the peerless, the se
rene and the perfect In life. She—How
you m ust love me, darling! Why did
you not propose before?
The Tragedies 61 the Stage.

Old Friend—Is your part very diffi
cult to play? Barnstormer—Well, rath
er! I’m living on one meal a day and
playing the role of a man w ith the
gout—Detroit Free Press.
A good action is never lo st I t is a
treasure laid up and guarded for the
doer’s need.—Calderon.
Right Doing.

One’s rightful work is often halted
by fear of w hat others will say about
I t This may be even more a barrier
to the work than the fear of not doing
the work a t all. I t takes courage to
do w hat we believe we ought to do
when we think we shall be criticised
or misunderstood or scorned. But the
real calamity lies in not doing w hat
w.e ought. Of this It is well to have
so strong a fear th a t we shall have
courage to face whatever others may
say of our right doing.—Maxwell’s Tal
isman.
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GOVERNOR PENNYPACKER’S MESSAGE.
In its thorough grasp of the comprehensiveness and im
portance of State functions, in its terse presentation of the
condition of the various official departments of the Common
wealth, and in the significant and commendable wisdom of
nearly all its suggestions, Governor Samuel W. Pennypacker’s recent message to the Senate and House at H arris
burg is a document that will compare very favorably with
any message ever written by any of his predecessors in the
Executive Chamber of the Capitol of the State. Evidently
the Governor has, with assiduous devotion to the common
weal, familiarized himself with the State’s governmental
machinery, and his observations as expressed are character
ized by unflinching regard for the highest and best interests
of the people of Pennsylvania.
As to the appendix to the message, under the caption
“Exhibit A” and comprising a proposed act providing for
the suppression of certain publications, we have to say: Any
newspaper, or other publication whatsoever, that habitually
and persistently disseminates falsehood, defamation and
scandal—with vile and malicious intent or for pecuniary
profit—should be suppressed by law. An enactment suffi
ciently adequate in its scope to justly punish the loathsome
vultures of newspaperdom would not and should not deprive
the press of any part of the liberty that rightfully belongs to
it. The time will come when the representatives of decent,
honorable, and truly fearless journalism will unite to eradi
cate that which is false, pernicious, detestable, and widely
injurious in its baneful influence, in their profession, rather
than ridicule and abuse a Governor who has the ability to
formulate decided opinions and the manly and moral courage
to express them. A m urderer of good character should be
dealt with by law, just as summarily and effectually, as the
wretch who destroys a human life. No newspaper or other
publication fit to live would be likely to suffer by reason of
the existence of a statute calculated to prevent repeated ex
hibitions of debased license from being palmed off upon the
public as evidences of the liberty of the p re s s !! We do not
endorse the method of procedure involved in the Governor’s
proposed legislation. No individual should be deprived of
his life, liberty, or property, by process of law, without first
having had a fair trial by ju ry ; without such an opportunity
to establish the falseness of any or all accusations preferred
against him...........I t is far easier to attem pt to crucify an
honest and fearless public official by creating popular and
frequently thoughtless and unjust sentiment than to place
wreaths of honor upon those who, tested at the bar of reason
and justice, most deserve the plaudits of their fellowmen.
distinguished jurists and hundreds of members of
theTiar were present at the reception tendered' Judge Hol
land by the Philadelphia Lawyers’ Club, in the Quaker City,
Wednesday night of last week.
M

any

We note with pleasure that the Harleys ville News, now
under the management of Henry D. Hildebrand, has entered
upon its 20th year, under favorable conditions. The News
is being well conducted, and it is to be hoped that its success
from time to time will be commensurate with its merits.
F rom the Boston Globe: The Moscow peasants who say

that they would rather be shot at home for resisting mobiliz
ation orders than slaughtered needlessly in Manchuria have
a proper sense of economy. They expect to save the Govern
ment their traveling expenses.
As the result of the investigation and prosecution of the
land fraud cases in Oregon, President Roosevelt signed an
order suspending from office James H. Booth and Joseph T.
Bridges, respectively register and receiver of the United
States land office at Roseburg, Oregon.
T he Electors of Pennsylvania for President and Vice

President, chosen by the people at the November election,
met at Harrisburg, Monday, and formally deposited their
individual ballots for President and Vice President, which
resulted, of course, in 34 votes each for Roosevelt and F air
banks. Governor Pennypacker was present at the meeting
of electors and delivered a brief address.
T he recent conference at Washington, participated in by
President Roosevelt and the leaders of the House and Senate,
for the purpose of discussing important national questions
and formulating a line of action for the Republicans in Con
gress, is an indication that the President desires something
done as to the tariff question and other matters, and he is
too much of a statesman not to recognize the necessity of
definite action upon a variety of subjects that deeply concern
the American people—as well as the Republican party.
T he January number of the Arena, of Trenton, N. J.,

and Boston, Mass.r contains a vigorous contribution—the
first of a series of six articles under the heading “The Mas
ters and Rulers of ‘The Freemen’ of Pennsylvania”—by
Rudolph Blankenburg, of Philadelphia. The opening article
is illustrated with excellent portraits of Thaddeus Stevens,
Simon Cameron, J. Donald Cameron, Col. A. K. McClure, and
others, and graphically depicts the methods of the elder
Cameron in persuading men to his way of thinking. The
author is a widely known Philadelphian, and his versatility
as a writer, and his courage as a political reformer, are no
where in dispute.
T he g ist of the finding of the Commissioners’ jury in re

lation to the new bridge over Pennypaek creek in Moreland
township, is that the structure was built according to the
plans and specifications and that it represents “third-class
masonry.” The inference being that the county is getting
about what it is paying for, and that the jury appointed by
the Court had been looking for a $5,000 job of bridge work at
a cost of $1750. Whatever may be the decision of the court,
it is to be hoped that the Commissioners will be encouraged
by the taxpayers to hereafter draft their specifications for
strictly first-class masonry only, for any other kind of stone
bridge work is dear at any price.

W ASHINGTON LETTER .
From Our Regular Correspoudent.
W ashington D. C. Jan. 5, 1905.—

The annual reception to the public
at the White House took place on
New Year’s day, when the Presi
dent met and shook hands with over
seven thousand persons. The cus
tom, like nearly all of those origin
ating under widely different condi
tions, is one thoroughly deprecated
by all thoughtful people, but one
which none of our presidents has
seen fit to abolish. For many
years previous to the assassination
of President McKinley there was
agitation of the question on the
ground of the discomfort and effort
the prolonged handshaking imposed
on the President but after the
tragedy at Buffalo every one was
impressed with the menace to his
life that any public reception aff
orded. This New Year’s Day has
passed through without accident of
any kind, and the people generally
and the officers detailed to safe
guard the President, particularly,
experience a sensation of relief.
That President Roosevelt breathes
a sigh of thankfulness that it is over
can hardly be doubted. It is pro
bable that he is not much concerned
for his personal safety for he does
not know the meaning of apprehen
sive fear, but he necessarily re
gards the day as one filled with
hand, superfluous and unsatisfac
tory work. The reception this
year was not different from those
that have precede^ it except for the
increased number of visitors, and
the greater viligence of the officers
who kept watch of the crowd.
At ten thirty the President and
Mrs. Roosevelt with the receiving
party took their places in the East
Room and welcomed the Members
of the Cabinet.
The diplomatic
corps followed, thus settling for a
time the discussion of precedence
which these two bodies are con
stantly agitating. Then came Sen
ators, Representatives, and deligates followed by the officers of the
Army and Navy. These were fol
lowed by a great number of organ
izations, Commissions, Heads of
Departments, Societies, Legions,
Orders, Veterans and finally when
it can be imagined that the Presi
dent was feeling like one of them,
the association of the “oldest in
habitants of the District of Colum
bia” was ushered in.
At one o ’clock the reception to
the “citizens” began. B y the Presi
dent’s direction no absolute limit of
time was placed on the reception,
but when a total of 7,718 persons
had been received Col. Bromwell
who made the introductions and the
aides assisting decided that a suffi
cient number had been admitted
and the doors were closed. The
line out side the White House in
the drizzling rain still extended
down Pennsylvania Avenue to the
State, War and Navy Department
and ended somewhere down toward
the White Lot. Several thousand
persons were thus disapointed in
their desire to see the President,
and were reluctant to accept the in
formation from the officers that they
would not be admitted to the White
House. Some of them who had
stood for several hours in the rain
denounced the institution as an un
mitigated fraud. Others who had
been fortunate in getting a favor
able place in line and been received
at the begining were so enthuiastic
as to fall in again to wait for a sec
ond reception only to meet with the
callous dismissal of the officers
when the hour was up. Many had
come from a distance arriving on
belated trains and were obliged to
take places far back in the line and
fail ultimately to get nearer than
the President's stable. Perhaps
the saddest lot of all fell to the man
who reached the White House door
and thus within sight of the prom
ised land was turned back. Gen
erally the things that this individ
ual says are quite unprintable and
his views of democracy, especially
if it is a first introduction to New
Years receptions, receive such
sudden moderation that it is with
difficulty he gets them re-adjusted
before the following New Year.
The man who gets turned back at
the door of a Republican President
generally votes the democrotic
ticket at the next election and the
officers knowing this usuallly
strives to have the festivities end
up with a group of women and
children as the first excluded.
It was a cosmopolitan crowd that
paid its respects to the President
and represented nearly every na
tion and more than one race, for
there is always a sprinkling of col
ored people through the line. Old
men leaning on canes and children
in arms were the extremes of age
that waited with varying patience
their turn to be welcomed. It was
a good looking crowd though and
owing to the “cut-pattern” and
“ the fashion supplement” that pene
trates to every house in the United
States where there are women, the
general fashion of clothes was not
so different from that to be seen
among the especially honored guests
who were invited “behind the line”
by the President and Mrs. Roose
velt. There to be sure, one found
silk velvets instead of serge, and
Duchess point instead of cotton lace
but the “ straight front” and the
“ mutton leg ” sleeve made a sister
hood of them all. The greatest
variation in dress was found among
the men, strange to say for the or
dinary masculine costume is not
susceptible of infinite variety, but
the diplomats uniforms are as differ?
ent and as gorgeous as the plumage
of birds, and with our own Army
and Navy officers in full regalia the
mens’ clothes foronceoversbadowed
those pf the women.

Perhaps the most important per
sons at the réception aside from the
President were the policemen de
tailed to handle the great crowd.
They were the picked men of the
force and from early in the morning
until late in the afternoon they were
alert and unceasing in their vigil
ance to apprehend any suspicious
characters who might get into the
crowd.
Women carrying muffs
were subjected to careful scrutiny
and men with handkerchiefs in their
hands or hands in their pockets
were inspected by a dozen or more
officers, while all persons with arms
in slings were excluded from the
line. Inside the White House every
face and costume was scanned by
detectives experienced in the busi
ness before the person was allowed
to reach the President.

BOYS’ * SCHOOL * SUITS
F o r F a ll a n d “W in te r .
$1.50,

$2.50,

$3.00,

$3.50.

Boys’ Caps —15, 25, 50 Cents.
Boys’ Knee Pants—25, 50, 75 Cents.
Boys’ Waists sad Blouses —25, 50 Cents.
Boys’ Shirts — 25. 85, 50 Cents.
SPECIAL (•••Boys’ $3.00 Serge Snlts, age 8 to 9, $1.50.

I . P . W Z C L I.A M S ,
Main Street,

AH Our OVERCOATS and SUITS reduced
25, 3 0 and 4 0 Per Cent.
Our Young Men’s Overcoats reduced from
$10 to $5.00.

For the Independent,
CENTENARY OF UPPER ANP
LOWER PROVIDENCE
TOW NSHIPS.

The year 1905 mark's the centen
ary of the formation of Upper Provi
dence and Lower Providence town
ships. These two townships, which
in the past hundred years have had
no unimportant share in the history
of Montgomery county, came into
existence in 1805 by the division of
Providence Township, organized
seventy-six years before.
The
formation of the new townships in
volved one of the earliest proceed
ings under the law which still
governs the establishment of town
ships. This law had been passed
in 1808, and it provides that the
Court, upon receiving the petition
of citizens, shall appoint a jury of
three members to investigate the
desirability of organizing the pro
posed township and to report their
findings to Court for confirmation or
rejection.
In 1805 Montgomery county was
part of the First Judicial District of
the State, the other counties in the
district being Philadelphia, Bucks
and Delaware. William Tilghman
was President Judge. He held the
office but one year, and retired to
become Chief Justice of the State,
serving until 1827, and becoming
noted as one of the most eminent
jurists in the history of Pennsyl
vania. Prior to 1805 he had gained
rather undesirable public attention
by reason of the fact that he was
one of the so-called “midnight
Judges” appointed by President
John Adam».
At the time the two townships
were formed, General Francis
Swayne, a son-in-law of Rev. Dr.
Henry Melchoir Muhlenberg, was
Prothonotary and Clerk of the
Courts of Montgomery county.
Thomas Potts was Recorder of
Deeds and Register of Wills; Wil
liam Henderson was Sheriff, and
Richard T. Leach, Philip Hahn, JrM
and Thomas Humphries were
County Commissioners.
Samuel
Gross, one of the prominent men of
the new township of Upper Provi
dence, was a member of the State
Assembly at this time, and later he
became a State Senator and a mem
ber of Congress. Frederick Con
rad represented Montgomery county
in Congress in 1805. The district,
comprising Bucks, Montgomery,
Northampton, Luzerne and Wayne
counties, had three Congressional
Representatives.
Mr. Conrad’s
predecessor in Congress had been
General Peter Muhlenberg, the
“fightingparson” of the Revolution,
who was a citizen of Upper Provi
dence. In 1805 General Muhlen
berg was Collector pf the Port in
Philadelphia. Thomas McKean was
Governor of Pennsylvania, and
Thomas Jefferson was President of
the United States. Jefferson’s fol
lowers had supreme control of polit
ical affairs. They were known as
Democratic Republicans, while their
opponents were the Federalists.
The boundaries of the two new
townships as laid out in 1805 were
practically the same as at present,
with the exception that Upper
Providence included the sites of the
present boroughs of Collegeville
and Trappe.
Upper Providence
comprised 12,095 acres, and hod
about 1200 inhabitants.
Lower
Providence embraced 9143 acres,
and its population did not exceed
800. The principal officials of the
townships were two Road Super
visors, elected annually on the
second Saturday in March; a Con
stable appointed by the Court, and
two Overseers of the Poor, elected
at a yearly meeting of the Justices
of the Peace of the County. The
Justices were at that time elected
for districts comprising several
townships.
Montgomery county in 1805 had
but eight election districts. The
voters of Upper Providence and
those of Lower Providence west of
the Skippack Creek, together with
the voters of Limerick and Perktomen Townships, voted at David
Dewees’ inn, in Trappe; while the
voters of Lower Providence east of
the Skippack, joined the citizens of
Norriton, Plymouth, Worcester,
Whitpain, Upper Merion and Lower
Merion in casting their ballots at
the court house in Norristown.
The region comprising the two
new townships had been settled
nearly a century prior to 1805, but
the people were still sujected to
many of the inconveniences of the
frontier. Transportation was mostly
on horseback, the farmers taking
their produce, and even live calves
and sheep, to Philadelphia in this
manner. The farmers’ wives and
daughters rode to Philadelphia on
horseback to do their shopping, de
voting a day to the journey each
way. A stage coach made trips
twice a week from Philadelphia to
Reading, passing through the two
townships and stopping at Trappe.
The only improved road within the

$2.00,
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J § Owing to the Heavy Trade During the Holidays
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boundaries of the two townships
was the Germantown and Perkiomen Turnpike, which had been
completed to Perkiomen Bridge in
1804, at a cost of $11,287 a mile, this
being considered an exceedingly
expensive undertaking. The sub
stantial stone bridge acJoss the
Perkiomen, completed in 1799, was
the pride of the peopleof both town
ships. There was also a bridge
over the Skippack below Evansburg. In the building of these two
structures financial aid was secured
through lotteries. Postage in those
days was at the rate of 17 cents for
letters whose destination was not
more than forty miles distant, and
20 cents on letters sent not more
than 500 miles. There were no post
offices in Upper or Lower Provi
dence, the nearest being Norris
town and Pottstown. Only two
newspapers were published in the
county at that time.
The new township of Lower
Providence had two churches, St.
James’ Episcopal,
Evansburg,
founded in 1721, of which Rev.
Slater Clay was then rector, and
theProvidence Presbyterian ohuroh,
founded in 1737. Upper Providence
contained
Augustus
Lutheran
church, Trappe, founded in 1743,
and the scene of Muhlenberg’s
labors; St. Luke’s Reformed church,
Trappe, founded in 1750; the Provi
dence Friends’ Meetinghouse, whose
history is traced back to 1730, and a
Mennonite
Meetinghouse
near
Yerkes. Rev. Frederick G. Weinland was pastor of Augustus church,
and the pastor of St. Luke’s church
was Rev. Frederick William Vandersloot, Jr.
Evansburg, known also as Husseltown, was the principal village
of Lower Providence, while Trappe
was the largest community in Up
per Providence. Neither of these
places had more than a score of
houses.
Agriculture was almost
the sole pursuit of the people. Lead
and copper had been discovered in
Lower Providence near the present
village of Audubon, but little at
tempt had been made to open mines.
Nearby, on Millgrove farm, dwelt
John James Audubon, who in the
surrounding woods gained the in
spiration that later made him
America’s foremost naturalist; and
furthermore, he was also at this
time courting Lucy Bakewell, the
daughter of a neighbor, who be
came his wife in 1806. On another
farm, in Upper Providence, was an
other youth who was also destined
to gain distinction. Francis Rawn
Shunk, Governor of Pennsylvania
from 1845 to 1848, was then 17 years
old, and in spite of his severe daily
tasks on the farm, he found time for
diligent study and laid the founda
tions for future success.
Many of the families who dwelt in
these townships a century ago are
to-day represented within their
confines by numerous descendants.
Among these are the Lanes, Pawl»
ipgs, Hsmers, Casselberry, Beans,
Buck waiters, Schracks, Vanderslices, Hobsons, Tysons, Hallmans,
Hunsickers, Rosenbergers, Detwilers and Kratzs.
E d w a e d W. H o c k ee .
Germantown,. Pa.
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In making your purebaaes at
FENTON’S STORE, Years of
experience enables tbe proprietor
to know just wbat to buy, bow
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept In
stock In a thoroughly equipped
general store.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or In any department of
the big store on the comer you
will find wbat you want at the
right price.

Ready-made Pantaloons and
to Overalls,
Overshoes, and Freed’s

5

1
1

i5to
1

to.

Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.
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Cut Price
Shoe Sale

O d d P ie c e s a n d P a t t e r n s .
Some choice velvet carpets that were $1.25,
now 85 cents a yard.

ROYAL A X M IN ISTER RUGS.
Full regular size, 26 by 63 inches, that were
never sold below $2.50, now $1.87.

B R E N D LIN G E R S
is ro R K is T o w is r.

DR. A . L. B O W E R
A

D E N T IS T H I

28 W. Main St., —

Norristown, Pa.

(FORMERLY 415 DiKALB STREET.)

All Dental Operations Carefully Performed.

Prices Reasonable.

DON’T RUT IN AN

*3ACETYLENE GAS PLANTSIn the Cheapest W ay Possible,

BUT Get the Best Generator Put in THE BEST
WAY POSSIBLE
Get a Generator that FEEDS CARBIDE INTO WATER In which there Is no laborious
work of carrying out lime slush and water, scrubbing pans, ete., with a horrible stench
permesting the house at each recharging of Generator, which Is the case in recharging all
WATER FEED GENERATORS. Don’t have your home spoiled with large pipes run over
the ceilings, which tend to lessen tbe value of your home instead of increasing same. But
GET AN

IM PRO VED A C E T Y L E N E PL A N T

Properly installed by skilled workmen and your home will have Increased In value many
Beginning January 11, ’05.
times the original cost of the apparatus In the saving of time, labor and patience.
Store Open Monday, Friday and Satur
ACETYLENE APPARATUS of improved types Installed ready to light.
day evenings.
Prospective customers and patrons Interested can see Modern Plant installed in oper
Wet Weather Shoes. Men’s 2 full
soles, Goodyear welt and waterproof, $3.00, ation at my stores on MAIN STREET, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
now $2.50, $8 00.
Men’s Box Calf Blucher and Lace Shoes,
Goodyear welt, now $2.50.
Men’s Calf Lace Tip Shoes, Goodyear welt, For Lighting, Heating, and Draining All Kinds of Buildings.
$2 50, now $2 60.
Women’s Kid Butt. pat. tip, $1.50 kind,
now $1 05.
Women’s Kid Lace Shoes, pat. tip, $1.75
kind, now $1,50.
1-M.
c o l l e g e v il l e , p a ,
Women’s Fine Kid Lace tip, same Good
year welt, $3 00 kind, now $2.50.
Women’s Kid Lace Shoes, Goodyear welt,
asli soles, $2 00.
Women’s Best Rabber, X heel, tip, all
JB
S3k
sizi-s, on ÿ 5Q cents.
"h
Main St.
TT T I T ™
Br.E.S.RIXTKK,'V(
cc
Norristown. H* lii llJ v O i
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SEASONABLE

m PRACTICE IN
ISORRISTQWIS.

Afr

■f^*, BOTH PHONES.

GOODS

BrownU’s.

When bilious try a dose of Chamberlain’s
Stomach and Liver Tablets and realize for
once how quickly a first-class up-to date
medicine will correct the disorder. For sale
by Jos. W. Culbprt, Collegeville, M. T. Hunsicker, Rakn Station, aud at Ed. Brownback ’s store, Trappe.

' \ + v

—

INSURANCE IN FORCE, $9,000,000.

Complete Line of

Plates.

Gas, a specialty.
Filling. Bridge Work.

in —

New Year at the
Store of

- FREED SHOES For Men, Ladies and Children,
the kind that wear.

E C

Mark the Opening of the

Incorporate*} May 18, 1871.

Insures Against Fire and Storm,

T

JEWELRY

Underwear for Men,
Women- and Children.
Dress Goods, Ginghams,
Colieoes -- good qualities
at reasonable prices.

S

Special
Bargains

Blankets of Every De
scription.

KIOMEN VALLEV
P ERMutual
Fire Insurance Co.
or Montgomery County.

E

By the administration of Pure Nitrous Oxide

2 0 0 S w ed e S t .

— AT-

T

Borttimfttts

J. D. SALLADE,
J ew eler and O ptician,

1 6 E ast M ain Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Office of the Company ;
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A. D. FETTEROLF, SSCBSTABT.

And Provisions*

ZRZE-AJL j

H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regalar office day of the Secretary, Friday
of each week ; also every evening.

International Stock Food
and Poultry Powder.

TRAPPE, PA.

« 5 S W E D E S T R E E T , N O R R IS T O W N , P A .
A ll kinds of sténographié and ty p ew ritin g
work done. Business strlotly confidential.
T erm s reasonably.

F

THJS OFFICE.

,

ABLE COMPANIES, apply to

Brown, Cloud &Johnson,

A

Norristown, Pa.
LL KIND OF

BLACKSM1TH1NG

o r sale.
NA1.E.
Galvanized iron smoke stack, 10 feet
A Keating bicycle in good repair;
gear. 80; will be sold cheap. Also, army in length and 10 inches in diameter, with
tent 7x8 feet, in good condition. Apply top. As good as new. Apply at

at

t e

THIS OFFICE,

ANTI-CANCER

.US.PATAUC.16.04. CIGARHOLDERS
1

PIPES

Or place FIRE INSURANCE IN RELI

£ . G. Brownback,

Public S te n o g ra p h e r,

F

e s t a

2-6.

J^ILLIAS A. DORWORTH,

or

WANT TO BUT, SELL,
T
I FOYBOUBEN

Done a t the old stand a t IRONBRIDGE.
First-class horse shoeing a specialty.
1*28,
BERNARD MILLER.

e

YHEFIRSTTRULY
SCIENTIFICUPE
OFFERED TO

Jl■£. WORLD

•5
GUARANTEE;

$1000.00 FOR EVIDENCE
0TAT0NGUE BURNTBY
PROPERLY SMOKINCA
I PERFECT GENUINEANTI-CANCER.,
ANY TOBACCO;
ADDRESS. ANTI-CANCER.
f.QLDRAWER A.

V jerseycrnr.HX*

THREE COOLPC CHAMBERS.
6. RECEIVES SMOKE FROM
^ A. DISCHARGES IT INTO

__ : _____ _

C. DIFFUSEDTHROUGHHOLES 1 Z .SJ
' S SMOKE COOLED BYAIR HOLE *.\

ET TOUR Póstera Printed al
(ho Independent Office.

^OCSM^TFRWAf^ DRUGGIST

ai th e

in d e p e n d e n t

aç

TERM S — «1.00 F E I t YEAR
::
IN ADVANCE.
s:

Thursday, Jan’y 12, '05
C H U R C H S E R V IC E S .
Parish of S t. P a u l’s M em orial P . E . C hurch,
Oaks, Perkiom en, A udubon. T he Rev. T. P.
E fe , rector. Sunday se rv ices: U nion C hurch,
Audubon, 10.46 a. m., w ith Holy Communion
first in month. St. P a u l’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. no.,
with Holy Communion th ird in m onth 8.80 a.
m. Children’s Evensong la s t in m onth 3 p. m.
Sunday School 2.30 p. m . V ested choir. F ree
sittings. C ordial welcome. T he recto r, resid
ing a t Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or m inistration. A ddress O aks P . O.
Lower Providence B a p tis t C hurch. P reach 
ing services 10.30 a. m . an d 7.30 p. m., every
Sunday, Rev. F . W . R andall, pastor. Bible
school, 0.80 a. m. P ra y e r m eeting, W ednesday
evening a t 7.80. S hannonville M ission, every
second S unday evening a t 7.30; Bible school,
Sundays, a t 2.80 p. m.; p ra y e r m eeting, T ues
days a t 7.30 p.m .; Rev. S . O. P erry , pastor.
Evansburg M. E. C hurch, Rev. W .D. H allm an
pastor. S ab bath School, 9.30 a. m. P reaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song an d p ra y e r ser
vice, 7 p. m.
St. L u k e’s R eform ed C hurch, T rappe, Rev.
S L . M esslnger, S . T. 1)., pastor. S unday
School a t 9 a . m. P re ach in g every S unday a t
10.30 a. m. and 7.80 p. m. C atechetical class,
Sunday, a t 2 p m. Y. P . S . O. E . prayer
m eeting, S unday, a t 6.45 p. m. C ongregational
prayer and S. S. teachers’ m eeting, W ednesday,
a t 7.30 p. m. A ll are cordially in v ited to a tte n d
the services.
Trappe C ircuit of th e U n ited E vangelical
Church, R ev. H . P . H ag n er, pastor. Services
on the S abbath as follows: A t Zieglersville—Sunday School, 9.30; preaching, 10.30 a .
m. A t T rappe—P royer m eeting, 10 a. m.; S u n 
day School, 1.30 p . m . , and election o f officers ;
preaching, 2.30 p. m ., and reception of members.
A t Limerick—S u c d a y School, 9.30a. m .; C hris
tian Endeavor, 7 p. m.; preaching, 7.46 p. m.,
followed with revival services, to continue each
evening during th e week. P ublic m ost cordially
Invited.

Home and Abroad.
—Those who do not
—Welcome lengthening days

Organ R ecital

Philadelphia M arkets.

Wheat, $1.11; corn, 49Jc.; oats,
37c.; wheat bran, $21.50; timothy
hay, $13; mixed bay, $12; steers,
6 to 8Jc.; fat cows, 3$ a 3Jc.; sheep,
2i to 5tc.; lambs, 6 to 8c.; hogs,
6i a 7ic.

The C anning E nterprise.

We are informed that nearly the
desired amount— $15,000—has been
subscribed for the purpose of con
structing a canning establishment
in this borough, and the materiali
zation of the project- is therefore
only a question of a little time. We
Matrimony.
hope, and have reason to believe,
January 6, at the home of the that the coming industry will be of
bride, near Norriton ville, Miss Ber substantial benefit to the farmers in
tha, daughter of Joseph L. Heeb- terested in the undertaking.
ner, was united iu matrimony to
Dr. Asher G. Kriebel, of Lynnville,
Jeffersonville C itizens Awake.
Pa., by Rev. G. K. Meschter.
Citizens of Jeffersonville have
formed what is to be known as the
R em em bered His Sister.
Village Improvement Society, one
James Kane, 25 years old, sou of of the purposes of the organization
James Kane, of Bridgeport, who being to erect street lamps and to
served in the Philippines, died at construct a walk to the borough line
Allegheny City, Saturday, from in of Norristown. Among the citizens
jury in a wreck as a trainman. He interested in the progress of the
leaves several thousand dollars Hie old hamlet are Dr. W. H. Reed,
Charles Shaw, M. j. DeHaven, Al
insurance to a favorite sister.
bert Shoemaker, Samuel Scbeetz,
S. F. Jarrett.
Acetylene Gas.

G. F. Clamer, of this borough, has
something important to say about
acetylene gas plants, in an adver
tisement in this issue. Mr. Clamer
is prepared to furnish the best gen
erators and to do first-class work in
the installation of gas plants.
L ettsr from Thom asvllle, Ga.

We have at hand another inter
esting letter from C. T. Kratz, Esq.,
—The ice on Col. Vanderslice’s who has reached Thomasville, Ga.,
in his tour of some of the Western
pond
and Southern States. The letter
—Affords good skating for the will appear in the next issue of the
boys and girls about town.
I ndependent .
—Belong to a small minority.

—The great chunks of ice piled
along the banks of the PerkiomeD
by the flood

Thought of H er Pet Dog.

TherA will be an organ recital in
The late Elizabeth Blatcbford of
Trinity church, this borough, on Centre Square, whose will was ad
Saturday evening, January 28. Par mitted to probate last week, remem
ticulars later.
bered her pet dog in her last testa
ment, in this way: “ Jake is to be
chloroformed
and buried on the
Confirm ation Services.
place. ” The will bequeaths $100 to
Bishop Whitaker is expected to the Episcopal church at Gwynedd.
hold confirmation services at St.
James’ Episcopal church, Evans
Turnpike Com pany’s Appeal.
burg, on Sunday morning, Janu
The appeal of the Perkiomen and
ary 22.
Sumneytown Turnpike Company vs.
Montgomery county was heard be
Salvation Army C om m ander.
fore Judge Swartz at Norristown
On this Thursday evening James last week, the evidence being heard
Duffio, commander-in-chief of the without a jury by agreement of the
American Salvation Army, will at parties. The viewers awarded $19,tend the revival services being held 600. The Company claims $30,000.
iD the U. E. church, Limerick.
The award of the Court has not as
yet been announced.

M eeting of Ladies' Aid Society.

The regular monthly meeting of
—Would fill a number of big the Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity
church will be held next Tuesday
ice houses.
evening at the residence of Mr. and
—Has anybody heard somebody Mrs. F. G. Hobson. The change
say anything about local politics?
from Monday to Tuesday evening
was made by reason of a lecture at
—Within the past week six cases the College Monday evening.
of diptheria have developed in the
borough of Bridgeport.

Farm ers’ Institute a t Schwenksville.

An attractive program has been
arranged for the Farmers’ Institute
to be held under the auspices of
the Department of Agriculture of
Pennsylvania in Spang's hall in the
borough of Schwenksville on Mon
day and Tuesday January 16 and 17.
Sessions will be held Monday after
noon and evening and Tuesday fore
noon, afternoon and evening. The
exercises will be public and free,
and all whocan do so should attend.
Splendid Exhibit of Capable
Financiering.

The statement of the Norristown
Trust Company, January 2, 1890,
showed: Capital, $125,000.00; sur
plus andprofits, $5,667.85; deposits,
$226,891.08; trust funds, $84,642.157.
Fifteen years after, January 1, 1905,
the statement of the same institu
tion presents the following remark
able exhibit of financial progress:
Capital, $250,000.00; surplus and
profits, $300,202.14; deposits, $2,174,210.90; trust funds, $1,143,585.32.

Bank D irectors Elected.

—A perverse temper and a dis
a meeting of the stockholders
contented, fretful disposition, where- of At
the SchweuksvilleNational Bank,
ever they prevail, render any state Monday, the following Directors
of life unhappy.—Cicero.
were elected : Henry W. Kratz,
—Russian wheat is being shipped Henry H. Fetterolf, Wm. H. Wag
to Berks county and sold at $1.25 ner, Morris Y. Johnson, John B.
Clemens, Alvin C. Atderfer, John
per bushel.
P. Prizer, John P. Kline, Peter A.
—Falling 30 feet from a trestle at Metz.
Pottstown, Michael Trubeck es
caped with only a sprained wrist.
Farm Rented.

Souvenir Post Cards.

Thompson Brothers, printers,
have prepared a series of post cards
for the use of all who desire to ac
quaint their friends abroad with
some of tbe attractive objects and
natural views about home. The
-cards bear photo-engraved plate
views of Perkiomen Bridge, built
in 1798; tbe old Trappe Church,
built in 1743; the west campus of
Ursinus College; Bomberger Me
morial Hall and Dormitory, aud
“Up the Perkiomen” . as viewed
from the old bridge.

—A short time after Bernard McThe large and fertile farm be
Cafferty had escaped death in a longing to Mrs. Caroline E. Longarailroad smashup in Norristown his cre, Upper Providence, bas been
wife died.
rented to a Mr. Allebach of the
vicinity
Mrs.
,—The school at Perkiomen ville Longacre ofwillSchwenksville.
M eeting of Town Council.
hold a closing out
.was closed for six weeks because sale of personal property o i Thurs
A regular meeting of the Town
a substitute could not be obtained day, February 23.
Council of this borough was held
in place of Katharine Faust, the
Friday evening. Mr. Fetterolf, of
sick teacher.
the Finance Committee, reported a
Married Fifty-five Years.
—A splendid $50,000 high school
balance of $930.94 in the general
Last week Abraham Schwenk and fund. A communication was re
building will be erected in West
wife,
of
Norristown,
celebrated
the
Chester this year.
ceived from H. M. Weist in refer
fifty-fifth anniversary of tbeir wed ence to lighting up the borough
—A mess of dandelions was taken ding and received the congratula with acetylene gas. Tbe letter was
on New Year’s daj' from her garden tions of many friends at tbeir home. filed. The presence of numerous
by Mrs. Catharine Reinhart, of Mr. and Mrs. Schwenk were resi stray and worthless curs running
dents of Norriton township in at large about town, being tbe cause
Strong Run.
former years.
of much annoyance to cit’zens, it
—Sheriff Edgar Matthews, of
was suggested that Council take
Royersford, by a peculiar coinci
some action to rid -the borough of
Officials of F arm ers' Union.
dence, was forced to post his first
bills in Royersford.
The Farmers’ Union of Worcester the nuisances.
has elected officials, as follow s:
—F. G. Hobson has been elected Jesse S. Krieble, president; Amos
County’s Expenditures.
President of the Norristown Clear H. Schultz, secretary; Isaiah S. An
The
report
of the County Auditors
ing House.
ders, assistant secretary; E. A. of this county, Messrs. Neeley,
i—John W. Bickel has been re Heebner, treasurer. About $17,000 Bardman and Hoss, has been filed
elected president of Charity Hos worth of goods were purchased in the Prothonotary’s office.. The
during last year, and the large hall county orders granted aggregate in
pital, Norristown.
at Centre Point is now free of debt. amount $436,698.88, a larger sum
—As riehes and favor forsake a
thau has been expended in one year
man we discover him to be a fool,
for many years.
The payments
A
Golden
W
edding.
but nobody could find it out in his
made on account of the new court
On Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Isaac house furnish the reason tor the in
prosperity. —B ruyere.
Hu,ber, oi New Haoover Square, crease, and the records of the offi
—There were 58 fatal mining ac this county, celebrated their go-den
cidents in the Sixth (Wilkes-Barre) wedding with a reunion of their cials of the county clearly show just
how the money was expended. The
district last year.
children, grandchildren, und more forthcoming statement of tbe Com
—John Green, aged 50 years, of than a hundred relatives, at the missioners will afford the taxpayers
Norristown, was admitted to the Huber homestead, which has been detailed information.
County Home on Saturday. Green’s in possession of the family for 162
feet were badly frozen and several years.
Mingo E xpress H orse Company.
toes may be amputated.
Tbe annual meeting of tbe Mingo
H ospital for the Insane.
—Her husband having died of
The regular monthly meeting of Express Ho-'se Company was held
typhoid fever two weeks ago, Mrs. the Trustees of the Hospital for the at Beckman’s hotel, Trappe, lest
The usual
James Miller and four of her six Insane at Norristown was held Fri Saturday afternoon.
children are down with the same day morning.
The expenses for routine business was transacted
disease in Pottstown.
the past month were $42,666; cash and all the old officials, as follows,
on
hand, $34,405; bills paid, $57,726. were re-elected : President, H. H.
—There were 199 miners killed
Fetterolf; Secretary, John S. Hunin the Wyoming Valley last year, Present number of inmates, male, sicker; Assistant Secretary, C. U.
1105;
female,
1200.
The
general
and they left 109 widows and 212
Bean; Treasurer, H. T. Hunsicker;
health of the institution is good.
orphans.
Executive Committee, Daniel Shuler,
Cbas. H. Tyson, Jonathan Hoyer.
—The dog tax in Bucks county,
Legacy For W om an'« Home.
Tbe affairs of this old and popular
which will be distributed to the
will of the late F. G. Stinson, organization continue along tbe line
various school districts, amounts to of The
Norristown, bequeaths to the of prosperity. There are 132 mem
$2171.89.
Aged Woman’s Home founded by bers and a balance in'tbe treasury
—Andrew McGarvey, of Norris his sister in that borough ten years of about $700.
town, dislocated a shoulder by a ago a sum estimated at $25,000.
fall on the ice, and Joseph Bowers Among the Depbews and nieces re
Death of Rev. H. R. Funk.
membered in the will are C. Henry
fractured a rib.
Rev.
Henry R. Funk died on Fri
Stinson Esq. and the widow of the
—Instead of having butter only late Major Wm. H. Bean, U. S. A.., day in the Methodist Episcopal
on Sundays inmates of the Berks who will receive $30,000 each. The Home, Philadelphia, at the age of
eighty-three years. He was a na
County Home will have it every estate is estimated at $350,000.
tive of this county, having been
day under the administration of
born in Lower Providence town
Controller Livingstone.
Narrow E scape From Suffocation.
ship. He was twice married and is
L. R. Kramer, of Lower Provi survived by one son and three
Death.
dence, recently had a very narrow daughters. He was a local preacher
Matthias Hallman, formerly of escape from death by suffocation. in tbe Methodist church, being a
near -Areola, Lower Providence, While taking a Sunday afternoon vigorous and fervent type of the
died Tuesday morning at his home nap a defective flue in his room old-time revivalists, and from about
in Norristown aged 81 years. He emitted so much gas that he became 1870 to 1882 he was the postmaster
leaves four sons and two daughters. overcome with it, and iu his strug of this town and was well known in
The funeral will be held on Friday, gle to get fresh air fell midway in this section of the county. Mrs. H.
January 13, at 1 p. m. Interment the room, and laid there as dead un W. Kratz, residing in Norristown,
til he was found at 4.30 p. m. by is a half-sister, and Mr. William
at Barren Hill cemetery.
Mrs. Moore who, smelling the gas, Todd, Sr., Norristown, Dr. John
sought the cause for so much gas in Todd, of Pottstown, Dr. Samuel
PERSONAL.
the home. To her horror she found Todd, of Boyertown, and Mr.
JohnGarber, carpenter and build him almost dead. She immediately Brooke Todd, of Reading, are halfer of Philadelphia, was in town dispatched neighbors for the doctor, brothers. Funeral services were
Tuesday, attending the funeral of and went heroically about, with the held at the Home Monday evening
Rev, Henry Funk.
help of the neighbors, to bring back and on Tuesday morning tbe re
were received by undertaker
Miss Hattie Fetterolf is spending life, which she accomplished by 9 mains
a few weeks with her uncle A. C. pr. m. We congratulate our old J. L. Bechtel and services and in
terment took place at 11 at Trinity
friend upon his escape.
Fetterolf, Mont-Clair, N. J.
church and cemetery, this borough,
Deputy Sheriff Grant M. Koons
Rev. J. H. Hendricks, D. D.,
Siekening
Shivering
Fits
was in town Tuesday morning.
officiating.
Spoiled Her Beauty.
Harriet Howard, of 209 W. 84th 8t., New
■J™' •* one time had her beauty «polled
with skin trouble. She write« : “ I bad 8alt
’lle' m or Eczema for yearn, but nothing
would cure it, until I used Bucklen’s Arnica
, ve ’ A quick and sure healer for cuts,
»urn« snd gores. 26c. at Joseph W. Cul
vert’s drug »tore.

of Ague and Malaria can be relieved and
cured with Electric Bitters. This is a pure
tonic medicine, of especial benefit in malaria,
for it exerts a true curative Influence on the
disease, driving it entirely out of tbe system.
It is much to be preferred to Quinine, hav
ing none of tbls drug’s bad after effects. E.
8. Munday, of Henrietta, Texas, writes :
“My brother was very low with malarial
fever and jaundice, till be took Electric Bit
ters, which saved bis life.’’ At Joseph W.
Culbert’s drug store ; price 50c., guaranteed.

Mr. Wm. 8. Crane, of California, Md.,
suffered for years from rheumati m and lum
bago. He was finally advised to try Cham
berlain's Pain Balm, which he did and it
effected a complete cure.
For sale by Jos. W. Cnlbert, Collegevtlle,
M. T. Hunsicker, Rahn Station, and at Ed
ward Brewnback’s Store, Trappe.

C entenary of Upper and Lower
Providence Townships.

We feel sure that many of the
readers of the I ndependent will
peruse with pleasure tbe well writ
ten article on the editorial page
of this issue with relation to the
centenary of Upper and Lower
Providence townships. The con
tribution is timely and contains
much information of local and his
torical interest. The writer desires
it to be stated that the authorities
he has consulted for information are
chiefly Wm. J. Buck, Moses Auge,
aud F. G. Hobson.
High Water.

The heavy rainfall that accom
panied the gale of wind Friday
afternoon and night transformed
creeks and rivers into widespreading and raging torrents.
The
Perkiomen was as wide, Saturday
morning, as the Delaware river,
though not up to its highest water
marks. Factory basements at Nor
ristown, Conshobocken, and Manayunk, were flooded, causing the
idleness of many hands. Half tbe
coal mines in tbe Schuylkill region
were forced to close. A boy work ing in one of the mines at Hazelton
was unable to escape and was
drowned.
REAL ESTATE SALES. '

Items From Trappe.
John D. Saylor, who has been
critically ill for some time past, now
seems to be on the way to recovery.
Though the weather was unfavor
able the public sale of the personal
property of S. Gross Fry, Satur
day, was an entire success. Good
prices were realized for the old
style furniture and other goods.
Gus Egolf of Norristown—and ev
erybody knows Gus—did consider
able bidding and buying.
Mrs. M. H. Keeler is convalesc
ing, after several weeks of severe
illness.
Jacob Wisler killed a porker,
Monday, that dressed 336 pounds.
The butcher shop on the premises
of James R. Weikel became ignited
from sparks from a defective pipe
attached to a Farmers’ boiler, Mon
day afternoon.
Promptness on tbe
part of the bucket brigade prevent
ed the destruction of the building.
Rev. Aaron Hunsberger of New
Dundee, Ontario, Canada, will
preach at the River Brethren’s
meetinghouse on Sunday- evening
next. All invited.
There will be a shooting -match at
Beckman’s hotel on Wednesday,
January 18, for a horse and a lot of
fine turkeys. Flying boards and
No. 6 shot to be used.
Bert Geist, of Fagleysville, and
“Ed” Emmers, of Royersford, did
some remarkable shooting Thurs
day afternoon at Knipe’s hotel.
Both killed 47 out 50 birds. In the
first event at 25 birds Geist killed
24, Emmers 23 and Knipe 19. In
tbe second event at 25 birds Em
mers killed 24,Geist 23, Knipe 15.

he has no use for his automobile.
Put on your coat, Ed., and cast
your vote .for Dory Smoyer for
Supervisor, and you’ll have good
roads for your mobe.
Mr. Slotterer, who taught the
Green Tree school several winters,
is now at Audubon school, filling
out the unexpired term of Miss
Shadd, who accepted a school at
a higher salary.
Tbe little folks had lots of fun
skating on the pond at Nate D avis’,
substituting lanterns for moonshine
and electric lights, before the rain;
but wait, there’slo ts of cold weather
on tap. Hope the ice will be safe
and in prime condition Monday eve
ning, so those two young ladies can
go skating as per agreement.
The W. C. T. U. held a regular
meeting at the residence of Mr.
Joseph Fitzwater, Wednesday after
noon.
Joseph Dettra, - of College ville,
was down this way Wednesday. He
cracked several jokes at our ex
pense, but we enjoy a good joke aoy
time.
Mrs. Ellen Miller and daughter.
Edith, of Norristown, were visitors
in Perkiomen, Tuesday.
Joe Umstead makes a good looking grandpa, even if he does not
look any older than he used to look,
and time makes few changes with
him.
As a New Year gift, Mr. Joseph
Fitzwater of Port Providence pre
sented us with a souvenir card with
his photograph on it. A good one.
It is a pretty design, and we prize
it highly. Thanks. Way back in
the times wbeD the old school house
was the secoDd-story room of the
meetinghouse in Port Providence,
Joe taught school there and we
were one of his scholars. For al
most thirty-seven years he has been
Superintendent of the Green Tree
Sunday School, a record worthy of
mention. Peace has no less its vic
tors and victories than war.
Arnold Francis and Maurice Greger attended the shooting match at
Valley Forge, and Francis made a
score out of fourteen to fifteen.
Twenty degrees above zero is a
mild way of putting it after a mild
spell of weather.
Trains run carefully over the
crossing of the Penusy and Perki
omen Railroads since the accident
Christmas eve.
Tbe bad weather keeps the car
penters and builders back with
tbeir work.
It is only six weeks until the
Spring Election. It will require
just six weeks more for the frogs to
pipe their lay, and they will lay low
until then.

U. S. G. Finkbiner, real estate
and insurance agent of Royorsford,
Pa., has recently made the follow
ing real estate sales:
Alfred Pennington to Miss Maud
March, of Columbia College Uni
versity of New York City, single
frame house and double lot on Wal
nut street, Spring City. Miss March
will take possession in April.
Mrs. Martha M. Thompson wife
of George Thomas to Mrs. Louisa
FROM OAKS.
Sbantz wife of Isaac Shantz, single
Dr. E. A. Mullison and his new
brick house and lot on Cedar street
Spring City. Consideration, $1400. bride returned to his home for the
Mrs. Shantz will move to the prop present, at Rev. J, T. Meyers’ resi
dence, Green Tree, Monday after
erty on or before' April 1, 1905.
noon, and the young folks gave them
a royal reception. A few of them
Robbers Shoot a t a W om an.
gathered up all the tin pans they
Thieves entered the general store could find, and favored the party
of John O’Connor, at Phoenixville, with several choice selections from
Monday morning, and got away the opera of La Tin Pan, inG minor,
with about $100 from a cash regis when they were bidden to the feast
ter, which they smashed with a irrespective of wedding garments,
sledge hammer. - Then they vainly and treated to cake, lemonade,
tried to blow up an iron safe. Mrs. cigars and candy. Candy for the
William Crager, a neighbor, put her ladies, cigars for the gentlemen.
head out the window to investigate, Joe Umstead took his violin along,
and bullets spattered against the and played “Art Thou Not Fondly
huilding. The thieves overlooked Mine Own,” no matter if Arne
about $500 iu bank notes in a desk Francis and George Hallman kissed
near the cash register. There were the bride.
five men in the party, and all are
Friday night the Acorn Literary
thought to be residents of the neigh
borhood, £ s Mrs. Crager heard her Society met, but owing to the in
clemency of the weather a quorum
name spoken by one of them.
was not p resent; so a committee
was sent to bring Dr. Mullison, who
County Chairm an R e-elected.
just completed said quorum, and
The Democratic County Committee business was transacted accord
met Tuesday morning, for reorgani ingly. Those who were present of INDICTMENT OF THE TRUSTS.
zation, at the rooms of tbe Jefferson the newly elected officers were in From the Philadelphia Record.
Club, Norristown, with an attend stalled. Dr. Mullison was elected
The argument of Attorney General
ance of 64 representatives. Chair Vice President.
Moody
to the Supreme Court so
man Charles McAvoy presided and
The teachers of the Green Tree completely exposes the Beef Trust
he was re-elected County Chairman
by a vote of 50 to 14. He was op school attended the teachers’ meet as a robber monopoly that nothing
posed by Daniel F. Quillman. The ing held in the Mennonite school seems to remain but the acquiescing
secretaries chosen are John J. Gul- bouse Friday afternoon.
decision Of the Courts and the ques
din and J. J. Kane, both of Norris
The storm, Friday and Friday tion of punishment of the conspir
town, and Oliver Evans of Limerick. night, was a corker, cleaned out the
A feature of the meeting was a lively snow, and the few patches of drifts ators. Much that is disclosed in
speech by Jerry Larzelere, who de collected on the County Home road this argument has long been known
fended the administration of Chair resembled sheep gathered on the in a confused sort of a way to the
man McAvoy and said that what is south side of the fence to shelter
needed is co-operation on the part themselves from the winds. The public, but the history of the ini
of all Democrats.
rain caused the noisy Perkiomeu to quitous monopoly has never before
overflow its banks, and in its rol been presented in so clear a light.
licking, rushing way, went whirl Facts and circumstances are re
Sunday School County Institute.
ing and eddying down across the vealed that would have scarcely
The Montgomery County Sabbath Cresson
meadows, cutting off com been deemed possible in operations
School Association is arranging for
munication with Pinetown and the
a County Institute of Sunday school hills
that surround it and Audubon of trade in the Twentieth Century.
workers, to be held in Norristown,
What is true of. the Beef Trust is
aud
the
livers in those places, who
this month. The sessions will con
tinue two days—Thursday aud Fri are employed in the brick works, true, also, with differences in mat
day, January 26 and 27, morning, must needs light out and make a de ters of detail, of other monopolies
afternoon, and evening. Many im tour by the Protectory to get to that are ruthlessly using their pow
portant features in the moderniza Oaks.
er to despoil the American people.
As promised, the noted evangel
tion and advancement of the study
of the Bible will be presented, and ist, Rev. Mr. Barnes, began a series It has long been popularly assumed
the foundation laid for an excep of revival meetings at Green Tree that the railroad corporations are
tional work during the balance of church, the Sunday morning ser the guilty parties íd granting re
the year, in the extension of tbe vice being an introductory of the bates and making iniquitous dis
Sabbath school principles amongst services, to be held every night for criminations for and against ship
tbe residents of the county. This the next two weeks. Mr. Barnes
is part of a plan of a State campaign preached from the first chapter of pers of freight. But it is seen how
now on throughout Pennsylvania the second epistle of Peter. Grace the Beef Trust, uot content with its
and had its inception at the recent and peace be multiplied unto you, own domain, in which it has by a
convention held in Pittsburg.
through the knowledge of God, and system of knavish artifice depress
of Jesus our Lord. All diligence,
add to your faith virtue, and to vir ed the price of cattle on the one
Iron B usiness in th e Schuylkill
tue knowledge, etc. Mr. Barnes is hand and raised the price of meat
Valley.
a good singer, and will sing several on the other, has stretched its ra
Nearly all of the furnaces in the solos. The general feeling is his pacious arm over a large field of
Schuylkill,. Lehigh and Lebanon coming will not only multiply grace
Valleys are in blast to-day, with a and peace, but will be a great bless transportation, dictating to the rail
few exceptions, and are turning out ing to the entire community. A roads what they shall charge for
large quantities of pig iron. The general invitation to each and every freights and what cars they may
Keystone and the two stacks of the one to lay aside their duties for a haul.
Empire Iron and Steel Company, of time and help tbe cause along is ex
For this the pleas put into Court
Reading, are producing about 2400 tended to all. Come out aud hear
by
the counsel of the Trust áre that
tons a week.
Rev. Mr. Barnes.
Leesport, Birdsboro, Pottstown,
it is violating no laws and consti
An Italian by name of Duralle,
Swedeland, Temple, Topton, Matutes no monopoly because it is not
cungie, Alburtis and Emaus furn who was employed feeding an end
aces are in blast. Lebanon has two less chain carrying clay to a ma engaged in interstate commerce and
stacks in operation, and another is chine when it clogged and jumping because it sells not more than sixty
likely to start up shortly. The on the platform his foot caught and per cent, of the fresh meat consum
Robesonia furnace, which has been it was impossible to extricate him ed in the country. Attorney Gen
undergoing general repairs, is not until the machinery was stopped, eral Moody has so completely rid
yet ready, and it may be some time not, however, until his foot and leg
was badly injured. It was a close dled these pleas in his argument
before it is put iDto operation.
The Colebrookdale furnaces at call. He was taken to the hospital that a decision of the Court against
Lebanon have been out of blast for at Phoenixville. He has had bad the Trust may be confidently an
some time. They are owned by the luck, as his wife died, leaving two ticipated.
Lackawanna Iron and Steel Com children. The expression, he’s only
pany. Those at Cornwall are also an Italian, and there’s plenty of
NORTH STAR AND DIPPER.
out, and it is not known when they ’em, is most uncbristianlike, and he
is to be pitied. No matter who; are
will start up.
The.
pole-star is really the most
There is a steady demand for pig we not to treat every one in a important of the stars in our sky,
christiau-like
spirit?
iron, and the furnaces now in oper
ation have no difficulty in getting
The suspense is over and Port says “ Country Life in America.”
rid of their stook. This is due to Arthur has surrendered.
What It marks the north at all times; it
the fact that the iron mills in eastern does this ending mean ? Must the alone is fixed in the heavens; all the
Pennsylvania are busy.
lives of over one hundred thousand other stars seem to swing around it
The largest producers of pig iron men be offered as a sacrifice for
iu eastern Pennsylvania are the what? Great problems and forever once in twenty-four hours. But the
Reading Iron Company, with about greater ones are forever awaiting pole-star or Polaris is not a very
3400 tons weekly; Lebanon, 2500 solution. From tbe great sacrifice bright one, and it would be hard to
tons; Warwick, at Pottstown, one on Calvary on down to the present identify, but for the help of the sostack, 2400; Swedeland, 2000 tons, time problems inviting the reddest called pointers in the “ B ig Dipper”
and Birdsboro, 1200 tons.
The blood, the stoutest, strongest hearts,
other stacks are of less capacity.
to solve. Liberty is the note that or “Great Bear.” The outer rim of
Conditions in the iron trade in the sings down deep in our souls. Lib the Dipper points nearly to Polaris,
beginning of the new year are de erty and freedom. That freedom, at a distance equal to three times
cidedly better than they were in that liberty, which dawned on our the space that separates the two
Jaouary, 1904, and the prospects darkness. That glorious Christmas
are excellent. Orders for the pro morn centuries pppn centuries ago stars of the Dipper’s.o u ter side.
duct are coming in. There is a which made us free indeed, awaits Various Indians call the pole-star
shortage of cars used in the iron all to heroic labor. There is not a the “Home Star” and “The Star
That Never Moves,” and the Dipper
trade.
spot on the whole earth if men are they
the “ Broken Back.” The
there, they have not grave, great Greatcall
Bear is also to be remembered
work
to
do.
The
siege
of
Port
Ar
Ironbridge Echoes.
the Pointers for another reason.
thur is the most memorable in all as
It is the hour hand of the wood
The large wheelwright shop is the annals qf history of the world. man’s clock. It goes once around
being renovated and painted. F. P. The hand to hand conflicts, even iu the north star in about twenty-four
Walt & Son are doing the painting. these days of new devices for the hours, the reverse way of the hands
destruction of mankind, are re
The high water of the Perkiomen minders of days gone by, with the of a watch; that it goes the same
creek did little damage, although it ugly, unhandy, out-of-date firearms way as the sun, and for the same
reason—that it is the earth.that is
interrupted H. T. Hunsicker and that men used in war.
going and leaving them behind.
W. J. Ogden, who were filling their
Do you remember the first moon
ice bouses. The houses are about
in the old year was fpll moon ? Got
half filled with twelve-inob ice.
full; and ao you remember how cold
Found a Cure for Indigestion.
The young men who contributed it was all winter? It was a full
I
use
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver
towards th e’ entertainment of the winter for cold weather sure. Now
large audience at the Society rooms this is new year; the first moon was Tablets for indigestion and find that the;
deserve great credit. The next a new moon, and for the month out suit my case better than any dyspepsia
regular meeting of the Literary we will have spells of weather like remedy I have ever tried and I have used
Society will be held in the Society unto last week into February, then many different remedies. I am nearly fiftyone years of age and have suffered a great
rooms on the 19th.
look out.
deal from indigestion. I can eat almost any
Master Randall Detwiler, who
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Johnson thing I want to now.—Geo. W. Emory, Rock
visited Philadelphia, was stricken visited Phoenixville, Thursday. Ed. Mills, Ala. For sale by Jos. W. Culbert,
with pleurisy and unable to return is chauffeur for Samuel Gumbes, Collegeville, M. T. Hunsicker, Rahn Station,
home.
and as there has been so much snow and at Ed. Brownback’s store, Trappe,

SOM E OF A YEAR'S WASTES.
From the New York World, Jan. 2.

How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable In all business trans
actions and financially able to carry out any
obligation made by his firm.
Walding, Klnnan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot
tle. 8old by all druggists. Testimonials
free.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Men killed in the wars of the
world in 1904 make up a waste of
400,000 lives, according to the Chi
cago Tribune’s statistical estimate.
Russia’s contribution in money
alone to the war waste of the year
was $364,000,000.
Waste by fire in theUnited States
and Canada amounted to $216,000,000. We lead the world in the pro
duction of great ash heaps where
homes and business blocks have
previously stood.
Defalcations, embezzlemepts, forg
eries and bank wreckings in this
country in 1904 led to the waste of
$4,742,507.
Waste of life by violent causes
other than war—such as the Slocum
horror, various railroad accidents,
explosions, etc.—approximated 20,000. There were more than 7500
homicides in the United States and
eighty-seven lynchings.
The amount of human activity in
the aggregate that goes for nothing
and worse than nothing is as
tounding.

pUBLIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS
DAY, JANUARY 12, 1905, a t Perkiomen
Bridge Hotel, one car-load of fresh cows
and close springers. I have some of the
best baggers and milkers I have ever
shipped, and they are also fine in shape
and of good size. One stock bull. Farm
ers and dairymen will do well to take ad
vantage of this opportunity, as all cows
will be sold to the highest bidder. Sale at
2 o’clock. Conditions by
F. IL BERNHISEL.
L.H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
jpLBLIC KALE OF

FRESH COWS!

INTERESTING PARAGAPHS.
Will be sold a t public sale, on WEDNES
DAY, JANUARY 18, 1906, a t Perkiomen
Bridge Hotel, 25 fresh cows and a few
close springers. This is a lot of good sized
and. well shaped cows that deserve the atten tlon of farmers and dairymen, who will
do well not to miss this opportunity to
secure good milk and butter producers.
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.

The development of the dairy in
dustry in the United States is
scarcely realized by business men.
In 1898 the butter haul over the
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
was 490,000 pounds. Last year it
was nearly 14,000,000.
A novelty in stoves is a battle
ship range, with steel racks for
preventing the pots and pans from
going helter-skelter in a high sea,
and with ingenious braces for hold
ing the range itself in place.

IC KALE OF ONE CAR
D OF
P ULBOLA

Shenandoah Valley, % Horses!
^

SEE

AP>

a s

Will be sold at public sale, on MON
DAY, JANUARY 16, 1905, at Carver’s
hotel, Gratersford, one full car-load of
Virginia horses from the Shenandoah Val
ley, ranging in age from 3 to 6 years, and
weighing from 1100 to 1400 pounds. This
lot is comnosed of all good, heavy horses
and there Is not a scrub in the lot, just
tbe horses the farmers and business men
want. I have trotters, pacers, roadsters,
d 'aft and general business horses. They
can be seen and handled three days prior
to day oi sale. I will take horses In ex
change, bat they must be shown before 10
a. m. on day of sale. I will also have
horse buyers here, who will buy horses for
cash. Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions
by
J. H. FISHER, Agt.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.

Welding by electricity is brought
to such perfection that welding ap
paratus can be carried to a railroad
track and two rails joined as solidly
as if they had come out of rolling
mill in one piece.
A recent mechanical wonder is a
telegraphic instrument which sends
1000 words a minute over lines 1000
miles in length. A human operator
can transmit 50 words a minute.-

The Ambidextrous Society, of
London, has been formed with the
T3UBLIC SALE OF
object of encouraging people to use
both hands with, equal facility.
REAL ESTATE!
The number of timber sleepers on
the railways of the world is calcu
lated to be about 1,494,000,000, and
their value is estimated at about
$900,000,000.

Will be sold a t public sale, on SATUR
DAY, JANUARY 14, 1905, on the prem
ises in Upper Providence township, Mont
gomery county, Pa., just outside the N.
W. boundary of the borough of Trappe,
the following described real estate, the
property of Elizabeth Yerger, late of said
township, deceased : All that certain gnessuage and 67 square perches of land, situ
ate m said township, fronting on the P.
and R. turnpike road and bounding lands
of Wilson Brunner, Joseph Custer, and
others. The improvements consist of a
two-story frame dwelling house,
two rooms on first floor, three
rooms o n ' second floor, garret
over and cellar under. A frame
stable and other outbuildings; a well with
good water and a fine variety of fruit.
This property is desirably located, just
outside the borough limit, with the Schuyl
kill Valley trolley cars passing the door;
convenient to school, store and churches,
in an excellent and intelligent neighbor
hood. This property is worthy the atten
tion of any one wishing a nice little home.
Sale a t 2 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
M. B. LINDERMAN,
Agent for the Heirs.
F. H. Peterman, auctioneer.

More than 2000 skilled workmen
have left the French silk factories
of Roubiax and Turcoing within a
year for the United States.

A

Waste leather is no longer
thrown away. Manufacturers use
it in a compressed form instead of
iron, to make cog-wheels.
Ants are the most brainy of all
creatures. In proportion to its size,
an ant’s brain is larger than that of
any other living beiDg.
Georgia has held the lead in the
production of peaches for the East
ern market since 1902. She has
over 7,660,000 trees.
The Carnegie Steel Company is
experimenting in rolling shapes for
steel ties to replace the usual wood
en ties.

A Grim Tragedy
Is dally enacted, in thousands of homes, as
Death claims, In each one, another,victim of
Consumption or Pneumonia. Bat when
Coughs and Colds are properly treated, the
tragedy is averted. F. G. Huntley, of Oaklahdon, Ind., writes : “My wife had tbe con
sumption, and three doctors gave her up.
Firally she took Dr. King’s New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds, which
cured her, and to-day she is well and strong.”
It kills tbe germs of all diseases. One dose
relieves. Guaranteed at 50c and $1.00 by
Joseph W. Culbert, druggist. -Trial bottles
free.

F

rjM ) IN V E ST O R S s
The undersigned is in position to se
cure GOOD MORTGAGE LOANS in
amounts ranging from $1,000 to $5,000, at
ruling rates of interest. Call on or ad
dress,
A. R. PLACE,
Cor. Swede and Airy Sts.,
12-22-3m.
Norristown,.Pa.
.
I have a good sleigh for sale a t my
F
stable, Oaks, Pa. Buyers will call or ad
or sale

dress Benjamin Famous, Oaks, Pa.
JACOB B. GREGER, Norristown.

.
A piano. Will be sold cheap. Ap
F
ply to
LILLIAN A. DORWORTH,
or sale

Ironbridge, Pa.

or sale.
A bob sled and a double-seated
F
sleigh; both in good condition. Apply to

MRS. C. E. LONGACRE.
One mile west of Trappe.
12-22-3t.

o r sa le.

A first-class country store, property
or sale.
and stock, in one of the best sections of
one-horse fodder cutter;
Montgomery county; over $15,000 business neverAusedgood
much. Apply to
yearly, mostly cash. Owner must sell on
HORACE
SMITH;
Upper Providence.
account of ill health. Apply to
R. D. No. 3, Royersford.
I2-22-4t
GOTWALS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St., Norristown, Pa.
or sale.
A farm of 16 acres of good ground in
A N TED .
the
borough of Collegeville. Beautifully
Girl wanted to assist in general located.
Will be sold ou easy terms. Ap
housework, Protestant preferred; small ply to
JOSEPH P. ROBISON.
family, good home for right person.
1412 N. 53rd STREET,
12-15.
Philadelphia, Pa.
o r sale.
Forty cords of oak wood, by the
cord. Apply to
JT^AVID CULP,
DR. E. A. KRUSEN, Collegeville, Pa.

F

F

W

F

Blacksmith

and Horseshoer*

or bent.
acre lot, with house and barn;
At shop formerly occupied by Jonathan 1 mileThree
west of Trappe. Apply to
Davis, Collegeville, Pa. Good workman
MRS. C. E. LONGACRE.
ship and reasonable prices. Patronage
solicited.
IGEONS WANTED.
WUl pay highest cash price for
Homers, equal sex. Address,
ROBERT BALLENTINE,
Box 7,
North Wales, Pa.
When iu want of really
choice, tender City
HARTER NOTICE.
Dressed Beef,
Notice is hereby given that applica
MONTGOMERY COUNTY PORK, VEAL tion will he made to the Governor of the
State of Pennsylvania, on Friday, the
MUTTON, HOME-MADE SAUSAGE,
third day of February, A. D., 1905, by
Horace
Ashenfelter, William S. Emley, G.
scrapple, head cheese, bologna, sugar cured E. Brownback
and A. H. Fry, Jr., under
hams, bacon, new fat mackerel, codfish, the the Act of Assembly entitled “An Act to
irovide
for
the
Incorporation and Regubest canned corn, peas, tomatoes, horse rad
ation of Certain Corporations,” approved
ish, pickles, pepper hash, Boston baked April
29,1874, and the supplements there
beans, olives, mince meat, oysters in shell or to, for the charter of an intended corpor
ation
to he called Linfield Electric Light
opened, sweet Florida oranges, and grape
the character and object of
fruit direct from the groves, white grapes, Company,
is supplying light, heat and power
lemons, coooannts, bananas, or domestic which
by electricity to the public in the Town
fruits and vegegetables of all kinds in season ship
of Limerick and to such persons,
to call at tbe Collegeville Meat Market, Main partnerships
and corporations residing
Street, next to the Post Office, where we will therein or adjacent
thereto as may desire
try to please you in both quality and pries.
the same, and for these purposes to have
aud
possess
and
enjoy
all the rights, bene
Collegeville market Co.
fits and privileges of the said Act of As
N. B.—We sell no Chicago dressed meats, sembly and its supplements. Application
cow or bull beef.
for charter Is on file in the Secretary’s
office at Harrisburg.
EVANS & DETTRA, Solicitors.

Don’t Forget

F

P

C

f

1- 12.

ITUATION WANTED.
S
Young man, age 27, wishes to have a
position in the mercantile business in Col

legeville: 2- years experience in grocery
store. Would also accept any other posi
tion that would prove reliable and a
chance for advancement. Unquestionable
reference as to sobriety, honesty, and re
That is exactly what I sold it at to Mr. D. liability. Can furnish bond of any de
amount. Apply at
M. Anders, Falrview Village, Pa., and I have sired
12-15-4t.
THIS OFFICE.
but ONE PRICE, and that the RIGHT
PRICE—the only honest way to sell pianos. •\fOTICE I NOTICE11
is hereby given that certifi
Don’t pay for two pianos and get bnt one. .1^1 ofNotice
stock No. 126, iu the Tradesman
W rite for particulars on the Deceit Practiced cate
National Bank of Conshohockeu, Pa.,
on Plano Sales. I can save you from $100.00 consisting
of one share, issued in the name
to $150 00 ou a piano. Can give you a nice of Lewis Royer,
has been lost or mislaid.
Upright Plano for $100.00 cash. Piano Case If not found within thirty days applica
Organ for $75.00; others get $175.00 for same tion will be made by the undersigned, his
style. 1 have no agenta to bore you. Write executors, to the proper officers of said
at once. Rrespectfully,
Bank for a new certificate.
JACOB V. GOTWALTS,
A, F. SNYDER, Weisspovt, Pa,
HORACE T. ROYER,
Executors of Lewis Royer Estate.
Lock Box 129, Allentown, Pa., will reach
Norristown, Pa.
fge too,

- - Upright Piano - -

RAILROADS.

&

P h ila d e lp h ia

R e a d in g R a ilw a y
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 27. 1901.
Trains Leave Collegeville.
F ob P ebkiomen J unction ,
and P hiladelphia — Week

Norristown
days — 6.11,

7.46,11.21 a. ra.; 6.05 p. pi.
Sundays—6.36 a. m.; 6.23 p. m.

F or Allbntown —Week days—7.82,11.04

а. m.; 3.22, 6.05 p. m.
8.30 a. m.; 7.39 p. m.

Sundays —
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Rubber-Tiring a Specialty.
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H o r s e - S h o e in g a n d G e n 
eral R epairin g
pro m ptly an d w ell d o n e:

Have now In stock—Rubber tire
Top Buggy, light and neat. Fine
Cut-under Carriage, slightly usedLight Buggy, pole latest pattern.
Second hand Germantown Wagon.
8econd-haDd Top Buggy. Jumpseat Carriage, good order.
Keystone 'Phone.
R. H. GRATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Trains Fer Collegeville.
L eave P hiladelphia —Week days—6.08,
9.38 a. ra.; 1.36, 4.23 p. m.

Sundays—7.06, a. m.; 8.21 p. m.
L e a v e B r i d g e p o r t —Week days —2.19.
Sundays—7.45 a. m.; 6.59 p. m.
L e a v e N o r r i s t o w n — 6.58, 10.28 a . m . ;
5.29 p. m.
L eave P ebkiomen J unction —Week days
—7.17, 10.47 a. m.; 3.02, 5 50 p. m.
Sundays—8.13 a. m.; 7.22 p. m.

FEEDING IN YARDS.
A Satisfactory Grain Trough When
Fattening? Cattle Out of Doors.

Fattening cattle out of doors in yards
with sheds attached for shelter during
severe weather is a practice growing in
favor among cattle feeders. This win
ter for the first time in my experience
I am giving the method a trial and so
far' am well pleased with results: The
method is certainly one that sooner or
later every farmer or cattle feeder
must adopt on account of economy of
both labor and money. In order to
make outdoor feeding satisfactory
racks and feed trough properly con
structed are absolutely necessary.
While there are a few combinations of
both racks and troughs, I do not think
from what I have seen of them in

ATLANTIC CITY R. R.
From Chestnut Street Ferry.
For South Street see time tables at stations.
WEEKDAYS.

9.00 a. m. E x.
5.00 p m. E x .
10.50 a. m. E x . 5.00 p. m. Eel.
2.00 p. m. E x. 7.15 p .m . E x .
f 4.00 p. m. E x.
$ 60 M inutes

t h e grain trough.

CA PE H A Y
AN D
OCEAN C IT Y .
8 50 a . m .
4.15 p . m .

SUNDAYS.
ATLANTIC CITY.

CAPE MAY.

SEA ISLE.

8.00 a. m. liCL
9.00 a . m. Ex.
10.00 a . m . E x.
6.00 p . m. Lei.
7.15 p . m. E x .

OCEAN CITY.

7.30a. m .i# E x .

Call and Examine ft
Our Stock.
ft

8.45 a m.

205 BRIDGE ST., '

Detailed time table at ticket offices, 13th
and Chestnut Sts., 834 Chestnut St., 1005
Chestnut St., 609 South 3rd St., 3962 Market
St., and at Stations.
Union Transfer Company will call for and
check baggage from hotels and residences.
A. T. DICE,
EDSON J. WEEKS,
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent.

P h o e n ìx Y ìlle * «

jjfc

Penna, f t

’PHONE 12.

ft

J. F. Steiler, Manager.

If

Lattimore & F ox

yards about the country they meet
quite the requirements of both. In
feeding cattle in lhrge numbers one is
very apt to give hay or roughage while
the cattle are eating their grain. If a
combination rack and feed trough is
being used this is unsatisfactory.
The diagram here shown illustrates
the kind of trough I am using, and ip
every respect it gives entire satisfac
tion. In beginning the construction
three one foot planks were spiked to
gether with 2 by 4 pieces, thus making
the trough proper three feet wide and
sixteen feet long. For legs 2 by 4’s
were used. The length of legs will de
pend somewhat upon the age of cattle
being fed. Most of my cattle are two
and will conveniently reach the trough
two and a half feet from the ground.
Across the foot of the legs 2 by 8’s
were spiked, to hold the trough from
tipping and securely braced. Around
the top of the trough was spiked 2 by 6
scantling so that the grain could not be
thrown out while the cattle were eat
ing. A trough sixteen feet long will
conveniently accommodate from twen
ty to twenty-four head of cattle.—L. C.
Reynolds, Michigan, in Orange Judd
Farmer.

UNTHINKABLE AGRICULTURE
Secretary Wilson’s Annual Report
Tells of Startling Values.

Our increased sales show that
our motto of FAIR DEALING and
MODERATE PRICES are appreci
ated.
Call Bell ’Phone 731, and let us
show you our designs In OUR EX
CELSIOR GRANITE. THE RICH
EST LOOKING and FINEST
GRAINED GRANITE IN THE
MARKET.

Lattimore & F ox,
Marshall and Kohn Streets,

Norristown,

-

COAL FOR ALL PURPOSES,
and Coal that Is good, is the only kind we
have to offer. When you use our Coal It will
not be found necessary to pile on shovelful
after shovelful, or continually rake out
ashes. It is clean, free from slate, burns
slowly, and gives intense heat. Can you ex
pect anything better? Let us know yonr
wants and we will quote you a price that
will tempt you; etc.

Penna. W . H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,

FRANK W. SHALK0P,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

U n d ertak er+ Em balm er

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Livery, Sale and Boarding Stable

TRAPPE, PA.

At Fry’s Collegeville Hotel
Stables,
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest C O L L E G E V IL L E , P a .
expectations of those who will entrust me to
First-class teams furnished at all hours at
serve them.
reasonable rates.
JS^Wlll meet trains at all Stations. Or
Parties will be accommodated with large
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2 coach.
All kinds of hauling done.

“Nine Tailors

HEHRY BOWSE, Proprietor,

Make a Man,” runs the old say
ing. In these enlightened days
one woman can do the sewing
for the entire family in addition
to the regular housework if she
is supplied with a

Great Slaughter in Prices I—
Foi
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices Any one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else In
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brashes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Bor
trade a specialty.

W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PAJ ^ IV E R Y AND

STABLES
Wheeler & Wilson AtBOARDING
Stroud’s Railroad House,

N O . 0
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
The only Sewing Machine constructed to
meet all the requirements of the family. TEAMS TO HIRE
Ball-bearing throughout, self-adjusting ho
At all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
shuttle—absolutely noiseless. Send for Il or
carriage to any destination desired.
lustrated price list.
H O RN E C L IP P IN G every weekday
in season.
1-3?" Contracts for moving goods and
heavy hanling taken.
MAIN PHILADELPHIA OFFICE : 930
MARKET STREET.

The corn crop of 1904 yields a farm
value greater than ever before. The
farmers could from the proceeds of
this single crop pay the national debt,
the interest thereon for a year and still
have enough left to pay a considerable
portion of the government’s yearly ex
penses. The cotton crop, valued for
lint and seed at $600,000,000, comes
second, while hay and wheat contend
for the third place. Combined, these
two crops will about equal in value the
com crop. Notwithstanding the wheat
crop shows a lower production than
any year since 1900, the farm value is
the highest since 1881. Potatoes and
barley reached their highest production
in 1904. Save in 1902, the oat crop was
never so large by 60,000,000 bushels.
The present crop of rice promises a
yield of 900,000,000 pounds, 300,000,000
more than ever before.
H ones and mules reach the highest
point this year, with an aggregate val
ue exceeding $1,354,000,000. On the
other hand, cattle, sheep and hogs all
show a slight decline.
The steady advance in poultry leads
to some astonishing figures. The farm
ers’ hens now produce 1,666,000,000
dozens of eggs, and at the high average
price of-the year the hens during their
busy season lay enough eggs in a sin
gle month to pay the year’s interest on
the national debt.
After a careful estimate of the value
of the products of the farm during
1904, made within the census scope,, it
is safe to place the amount at $4,900,000,000 after excluding the value of
farm crops fed to live stock in order
to avoid duplication of values. This is
9.65 per cent above the product of 1903
and 31.28 per cent above th at of the
census year 1899.
Some comparisons are necessary to
the realization of such an unthinkable
value, aggregating nearly $5,000,000,000. The farmers of this country have
in two* years produced wealth exceed
ing the output of all the gold mines of
the entire world since Columbus dis
covered America. This year’s product
is'o v er six times the amount of the
capital stock of all national banks; it
lacks but three-fourths of a billion dol
lars of the value of the manufactures
of 1900, less the cost of materials used;
It is three times the gross earnings
from the operations of the railways
and four times the value of all miner
als produced in this country.—Annual
Report of Secretary of Agriculture.
Cross Eyed Corn.

The stalk bears, two handsome ears
of corn, as perfect as one often sees.
The eight rowed ear measures eight
and three-quarter inches from tip to
butt, the twelve rowed ear eleven
Inches. We have never known a case
before where a stalk bore two ears,
one eight rowed, the other twelve
rowed, It is barely possible th at a
cross pollination back two or three
generations may have made this par
ticular stalk so cross eyed as to pro
duce an eight rowed ear on one side
and a twelve rowed ear on the other.—
Country Gentleman.

QUALITY IN CROPS.
Studies o f the Effect of Irrigation on
Standard Grains and Roots.

In crop production as a rule more at
tention is given to increasing the yield
than to improving the quality of the
product. In the majority of cases it is
the maximum crop rather’ than the
optimum quality which is sought in
for sale at away down prices. Come and practice. With the adoption of more
see the bargains.
intensive systems of farming, more ex
Also Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
acting demands of the markets and the
or sale at reasonable prices.
5 0 YEARS' '
lE^General Blacksmith Business at Davis’ growth of competition in agricultural
EXPERIENCE
Old Stand.
production it is becoming more evident
th at both of these factors must be tak
HENRY YOST, JR.
en into account and that the most suc
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
cessful farmer will be the one produc
D. & A. ’Phone No. 6*M ing the largest crops of the best quali
ty. Recently the Utah experiment sta
TR AD E M A R K S
tion
has reported some Interesting stud
We
prom
ptly
obtain
U.
8.
an
d
Foreign
D e s ig n s
ies of the effect of irrigation on the
C o p y r ig h t s A c .
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
composition and quality of crops. The
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention is probably patentable. Communica
experiments were made on shallow,
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patenta
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents,
gravelly bench land with wheat, oats,
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
tpecial
notice, without charge, in th e
__ ___ieet
corn, potatoes and sugar beets.
Send model, sketch or photo of Invention fo rt
The results with wheat show that
[ free report on
ity. For free bo<
[H ow to’Secure
the yield of grain and straw per acre
; P atents an d
-M
A
R
K
S
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a
Increases as the amount of w ater in
year ; four months,
Sold by all newsdealers.
creases, up to a certain limit. If more
0 0 ,3 6 1 Broadway,
than thirty inches is applied, the yield
Branch Office, 625 F St* Washington. D. C.
both of grain and straw diminishes.
The wheat grown with the least water
the most gluten. Therefore
35*^ I f you have anything to I Opposite U. S. Patent Office < contained
the
most
desirable
wheat for human
W
ASHINGTON
D.
C.
tell, advertise it in the Independent.
use Is that grown wj(h little water.

Ita ler & Wilson la ifa c ltr ii Co.
For Sale ly 6. ¥ . Yost, Colleprille, Pa.

Lot of Second-hand Buggies

P atents

ScientificAmerican.

MUNN &

New York

PATENTS
Ä

rrom tne eggs, whereas In the kanga
roos and all higher mammals the
young are born alive and nourished by
means of milk.

forty inches of water more than four
times as many potatoes were produced
as with nine inches. I t is evident that
the potato Is a crop that demands much
water for the production of maximum
yields. The same amount of water
(fifteen inches) when applied in six ir
rigations gave nearly two and a half
times as many potatoes as when ap
plied in two irrigations. Potatoes
should therefore receive frequent small
Irrigations.
Thie proportion of marketable pota
toes was largely increased by frequent
small applications of water. Only a
little more than one-half of the pota
toes raised with two irrigations were
marketable, while nearly nine-tenths
of those raised with six irrigations
were suitable for the market. Few
heavy irrigations tend to produce small
potatoes; frequent small Irrigations
tend to produce large potatoes. All the
evidence tends to confirm the conclu
sion th at large yields of marketable
starchy potatoes are obtained with fre
quent small irrigations, the total quan
tity of water applied being as large as
possible.
W ith sugar beets not only does the
moderate use of w ater (about twenty
ihches per season) give the largest
yield of beets, but it produces also
beets that are richer in sugar than
either those grown with' less or more
water. The results of the analyses of
the beets grown In the irrigation ex
periments show th at an increase of 1
per cent of sugar was obtained by em
ploying about twenty inches of water
in irrigation. Such an increase would
mean to a factory handling 25,000 tons
of beets nearly 500,000 pounds of sug
ar, which is certainly an item worthy
of consideration. From every point of
view the moderate use of water in the
Irrigation of sugar beets appears desir
able.
New» and Note».

The possibility of keeping injurious
insects in check by the introduction of
their natural insect enemies is a popu
lar subject with fruit growers and
farmers.
During the past year the bureau of
animal industry distributed 1,000,000
doses of black leg vaccine, and over
10,000 persons reported highly satisfac
tory results. The number of animals
that died after vaccination was re
duced to .44 per cent of the number
treated.
The lack of potash in a soil is often
manifested by a yellowish brown dis
coloration of the leaves of the potato
plant.
Corn stover can be used to excellent
advantage as roughage for beef ani
mals, and, with a moderate amount of
grain, it compares very well with hay,
says a Virginia feeder.
Red Fife wheat, Banner oats and
Mensury barley were .grown after spelt
or emmer, summer fallow, and wheat
In some Canadian tests, and in each
case the highest yields were obtained
where the crops followed spelt or em
mer and the lowest where they follow
ed wheat.
Recently we have been grinding the
alfalfa, mixing it with ground com and
feeding it as slop. Not only the small
pigs and shotes, but the. old brood sows,
have done much better than ever be
fore on alfalfa meal and ground corn,
says a swine grower.
The Paradise of Umbrella*«

Surakarta is the paradise of umbrel
las. They are carried proudly over the
heads of every official and every noble
man, Ipit invariably are shut at the
approach of a person of higher rank,
and inside the kraton no umbrella may
be carried open except that of the em
peror himself. The umbrella is the
crown, the wand of office, the outward
sign of rank and distinction. There
are umbrellas of gold Inside and out
for the emperor, of gold outside only
for the empress, with a stripe of yel
low satin for the emperor’s brothers,
with a wider stripe of the same mate
rial for his Illegitimate brothers, of
white silk with a narrow gold stripe
for the illegitimate sons of the legiti
mate brothers, and so on ad infinitum.
Every official, every military officer,
exhibits his rank in his umbrella,
which is invariably held from behind
by an attendant whenever he leaves
his house in sunshine or cloudy weath
er. There is an official guide book to
the umbrella labyrinth of Surakarta
which contains not less than 300 vari
ous designs in all imaginable colors
and ornamentation.—Century.
Calvary Clover.

Calvary clover, a flower strangely
symbolic of the principles of Christi
anity, flourishes in Palestine. Calvary
clover leaves, like those of other clo
vers, are trefojl, embodying the doc
trine of the Trinity, the central truth
of Christianity. Soon after the plant
begins to appear above the ground a
deep spot of redlike blood appears up
on each division of the leaf, but this
disappears after a few weeks.
During the day the tiny leaflets form
themselves into the shape of a cross,
and as the sun sinks to rest the leaves
again fold together, it has been sug
gested, as if in prayer. In due time the
blossom becomes a small yellow flow
er and then a spiral pod covered with
thorns. In ripening the flowers inter
lace, and In their peculiar positions
many persons think they can detect
the outline of a crown. Tradition says
th at it is good fortune to plant the
seed of the Calvary clover on Good
Friday.

STORE OPEN TILL 6 P. M.
SATURDAY, OPEN TILI/11 P. M.

NO CAR FARE PAID.

Spencer’» love Affair.

Herbert Spencer never married.
When he was twenty years old he had
something like a tender affair, and he
tells about it in his autobiography.
The young lady’s affections had al
ready been placed elsewhere, and she
was only playing with the budding
philosopher. One day her “young
man” called, and they all went out for
a walk. Spencer says: “She, taking
his arm, looked over her shoulder
smilingly and rather mischievously to
see what effect was produced on me,
there being an evident suspicion that
I should not be pleased. The revela
tion was not agreeable to me, but still
It did not give me a shock of a serious
kind.”
Killing? a Robin.

WATER REQUIRED TO PRODUCT ONE POUND
OF DRY MATTER IN DIFFERENT OBOPS.

L eave A llentown — Week days—4.07,

б.
24,9.45 a. m.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday—4.45
a. m.; 4.45 p. m.

A T LA N TIC CITY. ATLAN TIC CITY.
7.30 a. m. D e l.

in the case of oats there was a steady
increase of grain and straw up to thir
ty inches. More than that caused a de
crease. Increase in grain was obtain
ed at the expense of the straw, which
decreased correspondingly. In order to
obtain the largest yields of grain, oats
and all other grain crops should re
ceive heavy irrigations at the time of
heading out.
The yield of ear corn, and, with one
exception, of stover, increased with
the increase of water. In this respect
corn appears to be different from the
other grain crops, wheat and oats.
However, the increase per inch of wa
ter after twenty inches had been ap
plied was very small indeed.
The yields of .potatoes increased uni
formly, with one exception, as the
quantity of water was increased. With

There are persons at the present day
—and not all old women either—who
believe th at killing a robin will bring
bad luck. According to ancient belief
the stormcloud was a huge bird. The
Arabians represented his wings as
measuring 10,000 fathoms. This bird
lived on worms, the latter being the
streaks of lightning accompanying
storms. The Germans remodeled the
fiction by creating the god Thor, whose
bird was the robin. Consequently to
kill a robin first meant death by light
ning, then bad luck.

Every Six Months we inaugurate a STOCK
REDUCTION SALE.

All W inter Suits and

Overcoats must be sold.
Nothing carried over from season to season.
During the NEXT THIRTY DAYS you buy

$10 W inter Suits
AND.

$12 W inter Overcoats

An Enormous Sundial.

A curious phenomenon is reported In
the columns of a geographical publica
tion. I t is a large promontory in the
Aegean sea, known as Hayon Horoo,
which extends 3,000 feet above the
level of the water. As the sun swings
around, the shadow of this mountain
touches one by one a circle of islands
separated by regular intervals, which
act as hour marks. It Is the largest
sundial In the world.
Some Hope For Him.

Young Sorreltop—Then you utterly
cast me off, Esmeralda? Miss Esmer
alda (with great gentleness)—Why, no,
Sylvester. But—but It would be so
silly for a girl to say yes the .first time.
If—If you are of the same mind you
might ask me again some day, you
know.—Chicago Tribune.
Cut Oil at Bargain-Rates.

Percy—Young Rapidgait had hard
luck. He was disinherited recently.
Harold—Cut off without a dollar, eh?
Percy—No. His mother did the disin
heriting. He was cut off with 98 cents.
—Pittsburg Post.
All the More Annoying.

“But his statement about you is a
tissue of malicious lies, is It not?”
“No; it’s a very substantial combina
tion of malicious lies, with a tissue of
malicious truth.”—Philadelphia Ledger.
An acre of good fishing ground will
yield more food In a week than an
acre of the best land will In a year.
A New Brand.

A prominent missionary bishop of the
Episcopal church, according to the
Washington Star, was in the habit of
Introducing among the Eskimos who
were his special charges many things
to amuse or interest them in order that
he might gain their attention to his
preaching. I t happened,"however, th at
in spite of the various ingenious inven
tions which he placed before them
these sons of the arctic regions contin
ued to be impressed by the white man’s
canned food more than by anything
else he brought with him. Being un
willing to eat the blubber and drink
the oil of the Eskimos, the white man
always came with many cans of meat
and vegetables.
One day the bishop above referred to
decided to spring a genuine surprise on
the natives. He had with him on this
trip a talking machine, with records In
the Eskimo tongue. He gathered his
charges all abound him In the little
meeting house and started the machine
a-golng. Everybody was certainly puz
zled. At last a smile broke in upon the
face of one.
„ “Canned white man,” he said In glee.
The African Hyena.

“One of the great pests of Africa,”
said a traveler, “is the hyena. Lions
and leopards do a lot of damage, but
their skins, if they are shot or trapped,
are some compensation for the loss
they cause. The average settler, be he
farmer, trader or official, l-aiLcr wel
comes their presence near his camp for
the sake-of the excitement which they
afford, and very few men would hesi
tate to sacrifice a bullock or several
head of goats or sheep for the sake of
bagging a lion. But the skin of the
hyena Is worthless, and there is no
credit whatever In shooting him, as he
is an arrant coward. He makes - the
night hideous with his howls, and in
the dark he is very daring and will en
ter compounds and huts and carry off
almost anything. Nothing is too old or
tough for him. Horns, skins, old boots
—anything is grist to his mill.
Noah’s Ark.

I t was on Nov. 16, B. C. 2348, that
Noah and the animals came out of the
ark, according to Archbishop Ussher’s
chronology. Several experts have cal
culated that they had enjoyed ample
accommodation In the ark. Sir Walter
Raleigh computed th at there were
eighty-nine distinct species of beasts
to be provided for, “or, lest any should
be omitted, a hundred several kinds.”
He allowed th at one elephant would
w ant as much space as four beeves and
one lion as two wolves, and found that
there was room for 91, or, say, 120
beeves, 80 sheep and 64 wolves, which
sufficed. One story or room would hold
these, another their meat, a third the
birds and their food, and still there was
space for Noah and his family.

Pottstown, Pa

WEITZENKORNS,

Economical Care of Estates
is exercised by ibis Company, which acts as Trustee, Executor,
Administrator and Guardian. The care of real estate is a special
feature. Tbe Company collects rents, pays taxes, attends to repairs,
and acts as agent for the best interest of the owner. Call or write
for information.

I am prepared to promptly furnish
and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER 1
HEATERS and to do all kinds of re
pairing, as to beaters and steam fixtures.
Send for description of “ Charmer” and
“ Imperial” Steam Heaters. These are
among tbe very best on tbe market,
and sure to give satisfaction.

The Norristown Trust Co.
Main and DeKalb Sts., - - Norristown, Pa.

ALL KINDS of POMPS

Vegetable DIARRHOEA

famished, or repaired. Wind Mills
supplied and erected.
Good workmanship guaranteed.
A share of the patronage of the pub
lic respectfully solicited.

M IXTURE

2 5 c. F e r ' B o ttle .

J. H. BOLTON,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

CORN C U R S , :

10c. Per Bottle.

-— SOLID A T -----

W - CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

BWS"Furniture
Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

B^T COLLEGEVILLE

Furniture Warerooms!

U n , , , M n n n v P v'n v x rc If monthly deposits are made in a Savings Fund Account We are now prepared to offer
n u W m o n e y U I U W a drawing three per cent, interest in the
our customers goods at priees
never before beard of,
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
(Formerly The Albertson Trust Company,)
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the
market, and are well worth Inspection.
Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Corner of Main and Swede Streets, Norristown. SilkParlor
Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Monthly
A m ount in
A m ount in
A m ount in
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in 8olI3
Deposit.
one year.
5 years.
10 years.
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
3 3 3 .8 1
6 9 9 -5 8
5 .0 0
6 0 .9 7
finest.
10.00
1 3 1 .9 5
6 4 7 .7 0
1 3 9 9 .3 8
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
1 5 .0 0
1 8 3 .9 3
3 0 9 9 .1 3
9 7 1 .5 7
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
3 7 8 8 .9 8
3 0 .0 0
3 5 3 .9 1
1 3 9 5 .5 0
Book Cases, that cannot fall to attract your
By systematic saving in a few years a person will be able to buy a comfortable home attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
and pay for it, but be sure to make the start with “Tbe Company that pays 3 Per Cent.
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
Interest for every day the money Is on deposit.” You can BANK BY MAIL.
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Oar line of Carpets Is complete. Best
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 82 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
For FA R M E R S to know is where to get the B E S T C H O P P IN G done and
Make your selections early, while stick is
complete.
where to get a Cull line of the R E S T F E E D , such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
promptly.
All goods delivered free.
etc., at the L o w e st C a sh P r ic e s .
You will find it at

PE N N TRUST COMPANY,

A Very Important Matter
Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
glad to see yon, and supply yonr wants at short notice.
Respectfully,

F. J. CLAMER.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

a

Our JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE Will Begin SATURDAY, December 31st.

It Will Be of Vital Interest
to Thousands of ITen and Boys

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attentloi

John L. Bechtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’P hone No. 18.

THE 0L D ST A N D
Established - - 1875.

An average saving of twenty per cent, on all goods reduced.
We’ll pay carfare when you buy a sufficient amount, regulated by distance.

Wanamaker & Brown

|oHígívHÍí jjrtery.

OAK HALL,
S. E. Cor. Sixth and Market S ts., Philadelphia.

Choice Bread
AND

Cakes

UÌ

L IQ U ID —HEA D Y for IN S T A N T U S E . A
few drops of F arlo r P rid e Stove Polish give the
stove a b rillia n t lu stre shine, m ak in g th e stove
fit for th e parlor. No soiled hands—easy to ap
ply—alw ay sread y . N o w a te ru se d (w atern sed
In p aste polishes ru sts th e sto v e). No drled-up
p aste rem ains a fter using awhile. P A R L O R
P R ID E good to th e la s t drop. Sold by all deal
ers. L a r g s tr ia l b ottls fr e e . G ive nam e
of vo u r dealer and address F A R L O R P R ID E
M ’F ’G UO., Boston, M ass.
10-13.

a

Undertaker Embalmer

The most thorough up-to-date clothing manufactured can be bought in
this sale away below its real value—the early buyers will get the best oholoe.

Men’s Overcoats Reduced
Men’s Suits Reduced
Boys’ Suits Reduced
Women’s Suits, Coats, Purs, Rain Coats and
W alking Skirts Reduced

FURNISHING

N O

M A T T E R

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
23ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

W hat You May Have to Sell, Plant an

I.W .

Advertisement in

HARPER
When in Norristown, Pa..

Odd Australian Animals«
STOP AT THE
Australia produces those lowest of
the quadrupeds, the duck billed water
mole and the echidna, or Australian
porcupine ant eater. They, along with
(Opposite Court House).
the kangaroos, may be described as
— oOo---the groundlings of the mammalian
family, for in respect of their struc | 5 F " First-class Accommodations for Van
ture they are of a much lower grade
and Beast.
than, say, a dog or a cat. This inferi
ority Is seen not only In the brain, but
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reaBor able.
In many other details of their bodily
Both English and German spoken.
anatomy.
In zoological circles the prevalent
-----oOo----opinion is th at this mole is a link be
tween birds on the one hand and mam P. K. Cable, Proprietor.
mals on the other. These “lowest”
quadrupeds lay eggs like birds, the
young being subsequently hatched
w w w w w w W W W wwW

RAM BO HOUSE,

KENTUCKY

T H E IN D E P E N D E N T
AND YOU W ILL HEAR OF A BUYER.

W H IS K E Y

Remem

lo r Gentlemen
w h o cherish
Quality.

ber, also, that NEAT JOB WORK OF ALL KINDS

For sale by 1 1 I i A. A. I.A N R 18.

is executed at the office of THE INDEPENDENT at
N

reasonable prices.

8RRH-1

orristown

herald

BOOK BINDERY. Binding,
Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Number
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business
Houses, given special attention. Magazines
hound and repairing done quickly and
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished'
Addr668
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

